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Foreword
I am delighted to present to our esteemed readership
12 refereed articles in this issue of ISESCO Science and
Technology Vision, ISESCO's International Journal. The
main themes of this issue are electricity distribution and
renewable energy management. The content deals with a
range of topics and studies concerning supergrid projects,
electricity, solar power technology, wind energy generation,
crops drying, air heaters, solar cooking, geothermal energy
and fundamental heat transfer. The papers are contributed
by authors from Africa, Middle East, South East Asia and Europe.
This Journal, published on a biannual basis, is actually gaining strength. Our aim
is to make it a four-monthly publication, starting from 2012. The Journal accepts
original papers in all disciplines of sciences and technology, which bring in further
knowledge in such fields, whether in the form of on-going projects or new concepts
which can be developed.
We look forward to receiving your original contributions which we will publish
within 5 months from their date of receipt, should they be accepted.
This Journal, wishing to encourage papers in the major areas of research and
development aims:
1- To encourage people endeavouring for a cleaner environment, a better
socio-economic contribution and a wider use of electricity in countries that
still lack widespread grid connection, through generation, distribution and
transportation;
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The electronic version of the Journal “ISESCO
Science and Technologoy Vision” is available at the
websites of ISESCO Centre for Promotion of
Scientific Research (ICPSR) and
the Islamic Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (ISESCO)

2- To serve as an excellent media for the ICPSR in publicizing achievements
in line with international trends in areas of renewable energy: biomass and
biofuels technology, photovoltaic research, development and application;
solar thermal applications, wind energy, resources and technology, hydrogen
production and fuel cells technology, low energy architecture and the use of
indigenous building materials, all forms of energy policy and management;
radiation measurement, meteorological data and new materials technology,
and poverty reduction through the provision of energy and water;
3- To review and publish articles addressing such issues as climate change,
global warming and the use of renewable energy, as well as research work
dealing with population growth and means of raising public awareness
about cleaner and healthier climate, and air pollution reduction; and,
4- To encourage articles on water requirements, clean water production, supply
and safety, and since water is a major topic within the Journal, it is essential
that knowledge and discussion of the various issues related to the purification, transport and sustainability of supply be presented to a wider audience
after review.
This Journal will focus on sharing and fostering communication between
scientists and technologists from ISESCO Member States, crossing boundaries of
space and time to achieve sustainable development as well as knowledge economy
requirements.
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Abstract

P

Effect of Micro Sources
Failure on Dynamic
Performance of the MicroGrid During and Subsequent
to Islanding Process

cases are studied. The first
case is the effect of failure
one uncontrollable micro
source (photovoltaic panel)
with rating 10 KW, while the
second case investigates the
effect of failure one controllable micro source (fuel cell)
with rating 20 kW. Results
indicated that amount of
effect due to fail any micro
source depends on rating,
type and location of the failed
micro source. The developed
model was built in Matlab®
Simulink® environment.

ower system deregulation
and shortage of transmission capacities have led to
increase interest in distributed
generators (DGs). Several
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wer system called Micro Grid
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(MG). This paper developed
a complete model which can
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simulate in details the trane-mail: r_m_kamel@yahoo.com,
sient dynamic performance
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of the MG during and subsequent islanding process.
All MG's components are simulated in detail. The developed
Keywords: MG, Distributed generators, Islanding, Micro
model is used to investigate the failure effect of any micro
source failure and dynamic performance.
source in the transient dynamic performance of the MG. Two

- Emergency Mode: MG operates autonomously, in a
similar way to physical islands, when the disconnection
from the upstream distribution network occurs.

1. Introduction
The need of reducing CO2 emissions in the electricity
generation field, recent technological developments in micro
generation domain and electricity business restructing are the
main factors responsible for the growing interest in the use of
micro generation [1-2]. In fact the connection of small generation units- the micro sources (MS), with power rating less
than a few tens of kilowatts- to low voltage (LV) networks
potentially increases the reliability to final consumers and
brings additional benefits for global system operation and
planning, namely, regarding investment reduction for future
grid reinforcement and expansion [3].

The development of MGs can contribute to the reduction
of emissions and the mitigation of climate changes; this is
because available and currently developing technologies for
distributed generation units are based on renewable sources
and micro sources that are characterized by very low emissions
[4]. The new micro sources technologies (e.g. micro gas
turbines, fuel cells, photovoltaic panels and several kinds of
wind turbines) used in MG are not suitable for supplying
energy to the grid directly [3]. They have to be interfaced with
the grid through an inverter stage. Thus, the use of power
electronic interfaces in the MG leads to a series of challenges
in the design and operation of the MG [5]. Technical challenges
associated with the operation and control of MGs are immense.
Ensuring stable operation during network disturbances, maintaining stability and power quality in the islanding mode of
operation requires the development of sophisticated control
strategies for MG's inverters in order to provide stable frequency and voltage in the presence of arbitrarily varying
loads. This paper's objective is to demonstrate the transient
dynamic performance of the MG during and subsequent to

In this context, a MG can be defined as a LV network
(e.g. a small urban area, a shopping center, or an industrial
park) plus its loads and several small modular generation
systems connected to it, providing both power and heat to
local loads [ combined heat and power (CHP)][3]. The MG is
intended to operate in the following two different operating
conditions:
- Normal Interconnected Mode: MG is connected to a main
grid (distribution network), either being supplied by it or
injecting some amount of power into the main system.
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islanding process and how it will be affect with failure of any
micro source on MG.
Reference [6] discusses MG autonomous operation during
and subsequent to islanding process but the renewable micro
sources not included, also, this reference used PSCAD/EMTDC
package for analysis which usually used for analysis of
conventional power systems and not suitable for analysis MG
contains unconventional components (Fuel cells, micro turbines,
photovoltaic panels, wind turbines, inverters, flywheel, etc).
In references [7] and [8] a control scheme based on droop
concepts to operate inverter feeding a standalone AC system
is discussed. References [9] and [10] discussed the behavior
of distributed generators (DGs) connected to distribution network, however, the dynamics of the primary energy sources
has not been considered, not allowing obtaining the full picture
of the MG long-term dynamic behavior, which is largely
influenced by the micro sources dynamics.

Figure 1.
Single line
diagram of the
studied MG.

This paper developed a complete model to simulate the
dynamic performance of the MG. All MG's components are
simulated in details. The developed model is a general model
and can be used to study any disturbance which may be occur
in the MG. Effect of failure any micro source is investigated.
Two cases are studied. The first case is the effect of failure
uncontrollable micro source (photovoltaic panel). The other
case is effect of failure one controllable micro source (Fuel
cell). The model was built in Matlab® Simulink® environment.

Figure 2. Basic inverter interfaced micro source.

The inverter controls both the magnitude and phase of its
output voltage (Vin Figure 2). The vector relationship between
the inverter voltage (V) and the MG voltage (E in Figure 2) a
long with the inductor's reactance determines the follow of
active and reactive powers from the micro source to the MG
[12]. The corresponding mathematical relations for P and Q
magnitudes are the following equations:

To conduct the proposed studies, single line diagram of the
studied MG is presented in section II. Section III gives a brief
description of all MG components developed models. Section
IV presents a description of the complete model with the applied
controls. Two studied cases with results and dis-cussions are
presented in section V. Conclusions are presented in section VI.

(1)

2. Single line diagram of the studied microgrid
Figure 1 shows a single line diagram of the studied MG.
It consists of 7 buses. Flywheel is connected to bus 1. Wind
generation system is located at bus 2. Two photovoltaic panels
with rating 10 KW and 3 KW are connected to buses 4 and 5
respectively. Single shaft micro turbine with rating 22 KW is
connected to bus 6. Bus 7 is provided with 20 KW Solid
Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC). The loads and line parameters of the
MG are found in reference [11].

(2)
From equation (1) and (2), the control of active and reactive
powers flow reduces to the control of power angle (δ V - δ E)
and the inverter's voltage level (V), respectively.
3.1.1 Inverter Model with PQ Controller Scheme
The basic structure of inverter PQ controller is shown in
Figure 3 [8].

3. Description of microgrid individual components models
3.1 Inverter Models

Figure 3.
Basic
structure of
the inverter
PQ control
scheme.

Two control models of the inverter which interface micro
sources to the MG are developed. Inverters play a vital role in
the system which interference of the micro sources with the
AC power system. The configuration of the basic inverter
interfaced micro sources is shown in Figure 2.
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Active and reactive powers can be controlled independently
to a good extent, then as shown in Figure 3, two PI controllers
would suffice to control the flow of active and reactive powers
by generating the proper values of voltage (V) and angle (δ V)
based on the instantaneous values of voltages and currents
which are measured from local MG voltage (Ebus). If the inverter
switching details are ignored, the control system will be
simplified to the configuration shown in Figure 4 [12].

Figure 6. Inverter Vf control scheme.

Figure 7. Matlab® Simulink®
developed model for Vf inverter.
Figure 4. Simplified inverter PQ control scheme.

Inverter PQ model is suitable for interfacing single shaft
micro turbine, solid oxide fuel cell and photovoltaic panels.
Figure 5 shows the terminal block diagram of Matlab® Simulink®
developed model for PQ inverter controller scheme. The input
terminals are active and reactive powers produced by the micro
source, while the output terminals are the three phase terminal
connected to the MG.

3.2 Micro Sources Models
Detailed standalone models for micro turbine, fuel cell,
wind generation system and photovoltaic panels are developed.
Those models are described as follows:
3.2.1 Micro Turbine Model
References [13-16] describe the detailed mathematical
models of single shaft and split-shaft micro turbine. The mathematical model is simulated in Matlab® Simulink® environment
and the model is shown in Figure 8.a. Input terminals is Pref
which represent the desired power. The output terminal is Pe
(electrical power output from synchronous generator which
coupled with micro turbine). Pe is connected to P input terminal
of the PQ inverter shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Matlab®
Simulink® developed
model for PQ
inverter.

3.1.2 Inverter Model with Vf Controller Scheme
3.2.2 Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) Model

Vf inverter model is the model which responsible to keep
the voltage and frequency of the MG in the stable range after
disturbance occurring by controlling the amount of the active
and reactive powers injected in the MG. In order to develop a
model for voltage-frequency controlled inverters, two control
loops are needed. Frequency controller is a proportional integral
(PI) controller which is driven by the frequency deviation. As
shown in Figure (6-a), frequency of the system can be measured by a phase locked loop (PLL), and in order to get a better
performance, a feed-forward controller can be implemented.
To regulate the voltage, the set point (reference voltage Eref)
is compared with the measured voltage (MG voltage E) and a
PI controller is responsible to generate the adequate voltage
magnitude V as shown in Figure (6-b) [12].

Detailed mathematical model of solid oxide fuel cell is
discussed by references [13-14] and [17]. Model is simulated
using Matlab® Simulink® environment and model block
diagram is shown in Figure 8.b. Input terminals are Pref
(desired power) and rated voltage (Vrated). Output terminal is
Pe which represents the electrical power output from fuel cell.
This terminal is applied to P input terminal of the PQ inverter
model shown in Figure 5.

Figure 8.
Micro
turbine
and fuel
cell
developed
model.

Vf inverter is used to interface flywheel to the MG and
represents the reference bus (slack bus) of the MG during and
subsequent to islanding as shown in Figure 7.
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3.2.3 Wind Generation System Model

The electromagnetic torque is given by:
(14)

The generator used in this paper is a squirrel-cage induction
generator that directly connected to the MG. The wind turbine
model is based on the steady state power characteristic of the
turbine. The stiffness of the drive train is infinite and the
friction factor and the inertia of the turbine must be combined
with those of the generator coupled to the turbine [14 and 18].

The wind turbine implemented in this paper is pitch angle
controlled and directly connected to the MG with no power
electronic interface. Wind generation system standalone
developed model is shown in Figure 9. The wind turbine is
coupled to a squirrel cage induction generator. The input terminals of the wind turbine are wind speed (m/sec.) and pitch
angle of the turbine blades (degree). The output terminal of
the wind turbine is mechanical torque (Tm) which applied to
the shaft of the induction generator. The terminals of the
induction generator are connected directly with the MG. In
the two studied cases, the wind speed is considered to changes
continuously. The values of actual wind speed are found in
reference [4].

The output power of the turbine is given by the following
equation:
(3)
Where:
Pm: Mechanical output power of the turbine (W)
CP: Performance coefficient of the turbine

ρ: Air density (kg/m3)
νwind: Wind speed (m/s)
λ: Tip speed ratio of the rotor blade tip speed to wind
speed

β: Blade pitch angle (deg.)
A: Turbine swept area (m2)
A generic equation is used to model CP (λ, β). This equation,
based on the modeling turbine characteristics of reference
[18], is:

Figure 9. Wind Generation system developed model.

(4)

3.2.4 Photovoltaic Panel Model

For the induction generator, the well-known 4th order dq
model is used, expressed in the arbitrary reference frame,
rotating with an angular velocity ω [19]:

PV array is a grouping of PV modules in series and/or in
parallel, being a PV module a grouping of solar cells in series
and/or in parallel. In this study, Maximum Power Point Tracker
(MPPT) is used to assure that the PV array generates the
maximum power for all irradiance and temperature values as
shown in Figure 10. The whole algorithm for computation of
the maximum power of the PV under certain ambient Temperature (Ta) and Irradiance (Ga) is summarized in the next steps:

(6)

Step 1: The required parameters are extracted from MG

With:

(5)

The coefficient C1 to C6 are: C1=0.5176, C2=116, C3=0.4,
C4=5, C5=21 and C6=0.0068 [18].

(7)

parameters data base (required voltage, current
and power).

(8)

Step 2: The PV module's power is computed based on its

(9)

dependency on Irradiance and cell Temperature as
given in Equation (15) [4 and 14].

, and ω0 is the base electrical angular fre-

(15)

quency. Generator convention is used for the stator currents.
The zero sequence equation is omitted, since the machine
stator is ∆ connected. The stator and rotor fluxes are related
to the currents by:

Where:
: PV module maximum power [W]
: PV module maximum power at standard conditions [W]
Ga,o: Irradiance at standard conditions [W/m2]
µa,o: Maximum power variation with module temperature
[W/0C]
TM: Module temperature [oC]
TM,o: Module temperature at standard conditions [oC]

Where,

(10)
(11)
(12)
Fo

(13)
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requires a significant a mount of storage capability in the DC
link or a prime power source with a very fast response in
order to maintain the DC link voltage constant. In other
words, the power requested by a Vf inverter needs to be
available almost instantaneously in the DC link. In fact, this
type of behavior actually models the action of the flywheel
system. Flywheel was considered exist at the DC bus of the
Vf inverter to provide the instantaneous power required. The
Vf inverter is responsible for fast load-tracking during
transients and for voltage control. During normal operation
conditions (stable frequency at nominal value), the output
active power of the Vf inverter is zero; only reactive power is
injected in the MG for voltage control.

Step 3: The working temperature of a PV module TM
depends exclusively on the irradiance Ga and on
the ambient temperature Ta, as shown in Equation
(16) [4 and 14 ]:
(16)
Where:
TM: Module temperature [oC]
Ta: Ambient temperature [oC]
Ga: Irradiance [W/m2]
NOCT: Normal cell operating temperature [oC]

Step 4: Substituting Eq. (16) in Eq. (15) and multiplying by
the number of modules of the panel, we obtain the
maximum power output of the PV panel in Eq. (17).

4.1 Control of Active Power in each Micro Source
During islanded (autonomous) operation, when an imbalance between load and local generation occurs, the grid frequency drifts from its nominal value. Storage devices (flywheel) would keep injecting power into the network as long
as the frequency differed from the nominal value. Micro
turbine and fuel cell are controllable sources which the power
output can be controlled. A PI controller (input of this controller
is the frequency deviation) acting directly in the primary
machine (Pref of fuel cell and micro turbine) allows frequency
restoration. After frequency restoration, storage devices will
be operating again at the normal operating point (zero active
power output). This controller can not apply to wind generation
system and photovoltaic panels because those micro sources
are uncontrollable sources and their output power depends on
weather conditions (wind speed, irradiance and ambient temperature). Figure 12 shows the PI controller block diagram
used to control output power of fuel cell and micro turbine.

(17)
This model is simulated in Matlab® Simulink environment
and shown in Figure 11. Input terminals are Irradiance Ga
[W/m2] and ambient temperature Ta [Kelvin]. In the two studied
cases the irradiance is considered to change continuously and
the actual values of irradiance can be found in reference [4].
The output terminal is Pmax, which represents the maximum
output power developed by photovoltaic panel. This terminal
is applied to the input terminal of the PQ inverter.

Figure 10.
Typical I-V
characteristics
for a PV array.

Figure 11. PV system
model.
Figure 12. Control of active power in controllable micro sources.

4.2 Reactive Power-Voltage Control
Figure 13 describes the adopted voltage control strategy.
Knowing the network characteristics, it is possible to define
the maximum voltage droop. To maintain the voltage between
acceptable limits, the voltage sources inverter (VSI) or Vf
inverter connected to the flywheel will adjust the reactive
power in the network. It will inject reactive power if the
voltage falls under the nominal value and will absorb reactive
power if the voltage rises over its nominal value.

4. Complete model description
The operation of the MG with several PQ inverters and a
single voltage source inverter (Vf) is similar to the operation
of the MG with a synchronous machine as a reference bus
(slack bus). The Vf inverter provides the voltage reference for
the operation of all PQ inverters when the MG is isolated
from the main grid. Acting as a voltage source, the Vf inverter
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Case 1: Effect of An Non Controllable Micro Source (Photovoltaic Panel at Bus #4) Failure
In this case, amount of active power and reactive power
generated from all micro sources are adjusted to make the
micro grid imports 13 kW and 16 kVAR from the main grid.
Disconnection of the upstream main grid was simulated at
t=60 sec. After 40 sec. from islanding occurring, the photovoltaic panels at bus 4 failed. The simulation results are presented for the main electrical quantities (frequency, voltages,
active and reactive powers).

Figure 13.
Voltage droop
control of
voltage source
inverter (Vf).

4 .3 Active Power-Frequency Control

Frequency (Hz)

The transition to islanded operation mode and the operation
of the micro grid in islanded mode require micro generation
sources to particulate in active power-frequency control, so
that the generation can match the load. During this transient
period, the participation of the storage devices (flywheel) in
system operation is very important, since the system has very
low inertia, and some micro sources (micro turbine and fuel
cell) have a very slow response to the request of an increase in
power generation. As already mentioned, the power necessary
to provide appropriate load-following is obtained from storage
devices (flywheel). Knowing the network characteristics, it
becomes possible to define the maximum frequency droop as
shown in Figure 14. To maintain the frequency between
acceptable limits, voltage source inverter (Vf) connected to
flywheel will adjust the active power in the network. It will
inject active power if the frequency falls below the nominal
value and will absorb active power if the frequency rises over
its nominal value.

Voltage (pu)

Figure 14.
Frequency
droop control
of Vf inverter.

Voltage (pu)
Voltage (pu)
Voltage (pu)

Voltage (pu)

Voltage (pu)

Figure 15. Micro grid frequency.

Figure 16. Voltages at all micro sources buses.

4.4 Complete Model
All micro sources, inverter and control strategies models
described in the previous sections are collected in one complete
model. This model is general and can be used to describe any
disturbance which may occur in the micro grid.
4. Results and discussions
In the simulation platform, two PV panels, SOFC and a
single shaft micro turbine are interfaced to micro grid through
a PQ inverter type. As the inverter control is quite fast and
precise, it is possible to neglect the DC link voltage fluctuations;
if losses are also neglected, the output active power of a PQ
inverter is equal to the output power of the associated micro
source. Flywheel is interfaced by the Vf inverter.

Figure 17. Flywheel (Vf inverter) active and reactive powers.
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- At t=100 sec., the photovoltaic panel located at bus 4
was failed and caused frequency dropped to 49.88 Hz
and voltages have some drops.
- Active power and reactive power lost due to failure of
PV2 must be supplied by flywheel.
- The controllable micro sources increase their production
to help frequency restoration.
- After 30 seconds from PV2 panel failure, amount of power
produced by micro sources nearly equal to amount of
power consumed by loads and the micro grid restore its
steady state. At this moment, the power injected by flywheel nearly zero.
Case 2: Effect of A Controllable Micro Source (Fuel Cell at
Bus #7) Failures.

Figure 18. SOFC, single shaft micro turbine, wind generator and
photovoltaic panels active powers.

In this case, the micro grid is at the same conditions of the
first case except fuel cell connected to bus 7 is failed at t=100
sec. instead of photovoltaic panel PV2. The simulation results
are shown in the following figures.

From previous figures (Figures 15-18), the sequence of
the events can be interpreted as follows:
- Before t=60 sec., the micro grid is at steady state and its
frequency at its nominal value (50Hz).
- At t=60 sec., islanding occurred, micro grid's loads are
larger than the power generated by micro sources so that
the frequency dropped to about 49.815 Hz and the voltages at all buses dropped to about 96% of their nominal
values as shown in Figures 15 and 16, respectively.
- The difference between load powers (active and reactive)
and generated powers (active and reactive) must be injected by Vf inverter connected to flywheel as shown in
Figure 17.
- Due to frequency deviation, PI controllers connected to
SOFC and single shaft micro turbine increases the reference powers of those micro sources. The output powers
of SOFC and single shaft micro turbine begin to increase
and help frequency restoration as shown in Figure 18.

Voltage (pu)

- Due to Irradiance variation, the power produced by
photovoltaic panels connected to bus 4 and bus 5 will
also vary and this variation even cause more fluctuations
in micro grid frequency.

Voltage (pu)
Voltage (pu)

Voltage (pu)

- Due to wind speed fluctuation, the power generated by
wind generator (squirrel cage IG) fluctuates. Also, the
reactive power absorbed by the wind generator (depends
on amount of generated active powers) fluctuates. The
fluctuation of active power produced by wind generator
causes micro grid frequency fluctuates. Also, the variation
of reactive power absorbed by wind generator causes
small variation in the voltages as shown in Figures 15
and 16.

Voltage (pu)

Voltage (pu)

Figure 19. Micro grid frequency.

Figure 20. Voltages at all micro sources buses.
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Figure 22. SOFC, single shaft micro turbine, wind generator and
photovoltaic panels active powers.

Figure 21. Flywheel (Vf inverter) active and reactive powers.

From the previous figures (Figures 19-22), the following
points can be raised:

led to large drop in frequency (49.73Hz) and voltages
(96%).

- Before occurrence of islanding, MG operates at its steady
state and imports active and reactive powers from the
main grid. Frequency is at its nominal value (50Hz).

- The powers must be balanced by flywheel Vf inverter.
- After failed of fuel cell, there is only one controllable
micro source in the MG (micro turbine). Micro turbine
starts to increase its production to help frequency restoration, but at t=110 sec. micro turbine reached its rated
power and the frequency still at lower value.

- Islanding occurred at t=60sec., frequency dropped to
about 49.82 Hz and the voltages also dropped to about
96%of their nominal values as shown in Figures 19 and
20 respectively.

- Flywheel will still inject power until its storage energy
completely consumed and at this moment the blackout
will occur.

- Vf inverter connected to flywheel must inject the
differences between micro sources powers (active and
reactive) and MG loads powers (active and reactive) as
shown in Figure 21.

- To prevent blackout, load shedding must be activated.
- Comparing the results on the two studied cases proved
that failure of uncontrollable micro source (renewable
sources) has less effect than failure of controllable micro
source. In the first case MG able to restore its steady
state, but in the second case blackout occur unless load
shedding use to maintain stability of the MG.

- The frequency deviation forces PI controllers to
increases the references powers of micro turbine and
fuel cell. The output powers of those micro sources
increase and help frequency restoration as shown in
Figure 22.
- The fluctuations in powers of renewable sources due to
variation of weather conditions must be compensated by
flywheel voltage source inverter.

- Comparison of Figure 15 with Figure 19, Figure 16
with Figure 20, Figure 17 with Figure 21 and Figure
18 with Figure 22 indicates the different between failure
of uncontrollable micro sources and failure of controllable
micro sources.

- At t=100 sec., fuel cell located at bus 7 failed. Large
amounts of active and reactive powers were lost, which
Conclusions

In this paper, the effects of failure controllable and uncontrollable micro sources on dynamic performance of the MG was
studied. The paper developed a complete model which can describe the dynamic behavior of the MG under any disturbance.
All microgrid's components are modeled in details. Two cases are studied; the first case investigated the transient dynamic
performance of the MG during and subsequent islanding process if uncontrollable micro source (photovoltaic panel) is failed.
The second case also described the transient dynamic performance of the MG but when one controllable micro source (fuel
cell) is failed. The results indicated that when uncontrollable micro source fails, MG can restore its steady state after short
time but when one controllable micro source fails, blackout will occur. In the two studied cases, the wind speed and irradiance
are assumed change continuously. This paper proved that the emergency control strategy which can deal with MG when
micro source the fail depends on the type and rating of failed micro source.
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his paper presents the
main features of a project
which has been recently worked out (2007-2009) concerning a tourist and therapeutic
hotel of about 150 rooms (300
guests) which is being rebuilt.
This hotel is located in Tunisia
along the north-eastern part of
the Mediterranean shore, in
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energy prices, geothermal energy as other renewable sources
of energy is now considered with a new interest.

1. Introduction
With the increasing demand and costs of energy, all sectors
of activities are concerned by energy management policies.
This paper deals with geothermal aspects of an integrated
project of amenities management study. The type of building
which is taken into consideration is of tremendous interest to
Tunisia: (a) the country has a large number of big hotels for
the accommodation of large groups, (b) although the general
quality is correct, large efforts are being worked out to include,
in the renewing of some hotels, the new technical devices and
tools which are available to save both energy and water as
much as possible, (c) this evolution is necessary as Tunisia
intends to maintain, or increase, its tourism activities.

The organization of this paper follows some main
guidelines: (1) a definition of a general strategy, taking into
account the existing geothermal sources and (2) the main
tools and rules for the definition of an integrated study.
2. General aspects of the project
The geothermal potential of Tunisia is relatively high. As
an example, one can mention a lot of geothermal sources along
the north-eastern shore, as well as in the south, with the main
palm groves irrigated with hot waters which need to be cooled
before being distributed in the fields.

Besides, Tunisia, like other countries in the world, benefits
from numerous natural geothermal sources. One can notice
that this potential is not used and that, with the evolution of

Among the sources located in Tunisia, those located in
Korbous, in the Gulf of Tunis, facing Carthage, on the west
coast of Cap Bon have been well known for more than 2000
years. A number of them have a very regular flow, either
flowing out directly on the ground close to the sea, or into the
sea. Such is the case for the geothermal source which is at the

(1) Korbous spa is located in the Gulf of Tunis, facing Carthage, on the
west coast of Cap Bon at about 50 km from Tunis. Many springs are
gushing in the western foot of its eastern part, at the bottom of a Vshaped valley.
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origin of this project, Aïn Chifa(2), the natural flow rate of which
is about 40 litres per second (12 litres/s are attributed to our
project), at a very regular temperature level of 60 °C (the temperature at the “intake” point for the main pipe is about 58 °C).

- Projects with pay back lying between one and three years,
- Projects with longer pay backs, namely between three
and five years,
- Finally, very specific projects whose pay back is difficult
to estimate.

As it is sometimes the case with geothermal devices,
because of the relatively low temperature levels involved, any
project must take into account all the possible resources of
water and energy (gas, electricity) in all their aspects.

At this level it must be noticed that with the general
evolution of the prices of various forms of energy (oil, gas, or
electricity) one has to be very careful in the formulation of
decisive conclusions.

As in many other similar cases, this project [2] has several
main fundamental sub-systems, in addition to the traditional
services offered in a hotel (food, accommodation, etc.), that is
to say: a sea water therapy centre with an indoor sea water
swimming pool, and another swimming pool outside of the
building.

2.3. Special attention to be drawn on social aspects:
although all the aspects are mainly technical, it must be
outlined that, in the field of consumption, as regards energy as
well as other goods (food, water, etc.), social aspects are
really essential, such as staff formation, and the diffusion of
information to the guests.

In this project, each component is characterized by some
“functional” parameters (temperature, water fluxes, and other
specific aspects) which depend on the use of this component
and on its role in the overall system.

3. The main goals of the project

Finally, in order to realize the overall energetic balance of
the system, starting with various models already existing (some
of the balances are mentioned below as specific tables of results
and calculations), a general “correspondence” matrix has been
used.

After integrating all the aspects of the project [3] a first
stable design of the system has been worked out. This project
offers the opportunity of an extensive use of geothermal water
through the following main items:

2.1. The “geothermal project” compared to “standard
buildings”: in this paper a permanent implicit reference is
made to “standard buildings” such as can be erected with
average craftsmanship, without paying too much attention to
energy management policy [8] Conversely, a “geothermal
project” includes the extensive use of geothermal water when
possible and a thorough analysis of all aspects of energy saving.

- heat needed in the therapy centre for storage tanks and
sea water indoor swimming pool,

- production of hot water for normal uses,

- heating of a classical outdoor swimming pool,
- heating system used for rooms [4].
4. Various groups of action
At the very first stage, an extensive set of possible actions
for a successful operation has been defined. The 25 actions
which have been identified can be filed following various key
factors [5]:

Indeed one of the consequences of the decision to use
geothermal water compels one to work on very carefully
designed systems and devices because of the relatively low
temperatures involved. Geothermal aspects cannot be added
to an existing project without some important overall
modifications.

4.1. The first group deals with classical approaches of
project management and control: the organization of a
management system for the energetic handling of the whole
system (action 1), a proposal for a partially centralized
technical management (action 2), data basis management
system (action 21), technical control and timing facilities
(action 22), compensation of reactive electrical energy (action
10), with some attention paid to the “electricity peak” (action
11) in connection with the national electricity provider, the
STEG(3) (action 12),

2.2. Aspects to be considered in terms of timing: as for
any practical study, various aspects have to be considered as
far as timing is concerned, with a necessary, partially
arbitrary, distinction between various “time constants”:
- Projects or sub-projects with no special investment,
- Projects with relatively low investments, but very short
pay backs, i.e. less than one year,
(2) Medicinal hot springs “Aïn Chifa” means the 'healing' spring.
Composition of the geothermal waters from Aïn Chifa (in g/litre):
overall concentration is about 12.4, with following compounds:
chlorine (5.94), sodium (2.78), sulphuric acid (1.68), calcium (0.92),
potassium (0.53), magnesium (0.20), carbonic acid (0.20), iron (0.045),
salicylic acid (0.036), brome (0.028), aluminium (0.026), lithium
(0.0013), nitric acid (0.0007), nitrous acid (0.000002), sulphur (traces),
phosphoric acid (traces).

4.2. A second group concerns all the possible improvements
that can be made in the systems providing electricity to various
parts of the overall project, i.e., the optimal use of electrical
transformers (action 23), the balance between natural and
(3) Société Tunisienne d'Electricité et de Gaz, the national company
providing both gas and electricity.
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artificial lightings (action 24), a better design for the low
voltage layout (action 9) and switching between transformers
(action 13).

- Heating systems for indoor (action 16) and outdoor
(action 8) pools,
- Heating rooms by using geothermal resources (action 20).

4.3. A technical group deals with the thermal efficiency
of some of the devices: burners and boilers (action 18), improvements in the production and handling of heat generators
(action 4), the reduction of solar radiation fluxes through the
window-panes of cooled areas (action 25) and an autonomous
heat production for the Hammam(4) (Action 15).

5. Main aspects of geothermal management
As above mentioned the main feature of this paper concerns
geothermal aspects of the project. The main aspects are presented on Figure 1.
5.1. Geothermal heating for sea water storage:

4.4. Some aspects of water-saving have to be considered:
the reduction of water consumption (action 5), the adaptation
of shower devices that are adapted to provide economic
showering (action 6), the reduction of the investment for hot
water production in the therapy centre (action 17), with a
special attention paid to information actions and staff training
(action 7).

This point is referred to as action 19. The main purpose of
sea water storage is to be used for therapy, by means of two
tanks, of 15 m3 each.
In these tanks, water is renewed each day. The average
temperature of the water in the tanks is about 40°C. This
temperature level is reached by the use of a titanic exchanger
between sea water, which is originally at a temperature of 1012 °C, and the geothermal water which flows through the main
pipe (average flow rate of about 1.24 litres per sec). The main
upstream exchanger (Figure 2) is designed for an average
geothermal water temperature of 52°C (with a temperature
loss of 8°C in the main pipe).

Finally the heart of the system concerns all the specific
aspects connected with geothermal energy:
- Geothermal heating for the sea water storage (action 19),
- Heating sanitary water by using geothermal water (action 3),
and recovery of cooled geothermal water at the output of
the heat exchanger (action 14),

Figure 1. General scheme of geothermal heat recovering.
(4) Hammam : a kind of oriental sauna with steam and hot water
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Figure 2. Sea water tank heated with “original” geothermal water.

5.2. Some technical thermal loops:

14 is to avoid the use of electrical chillers to cool the “original”
geothermal hot waters (Figure 4).

This point concerns actions 3 and 14, both related with the
handling of sanitary water, which is an important point in any
hotel. The sanitary water, as in all places in Tunisia, is provided
by a national public network. Like everywhere, water in the
hotel is warmed through boilers and maintained in all the
circuits at a temperature level consistent with the current
legislation, i.e. 60°C in the storage tank. In order to save
energy, before going through the boilers, sanitary water travels
through a heat exchanger (Figure 3) where it takes some energy
from a geothermal water flow of 1.3 litre/sec in the main pipe
(action 3).

5.3. Indoor and outdoor pools [6,7]:
This point concerns actions 8 and 16. As mentioned before
two swimming pools have been planned.
Concerning the indoor “sea water” pool, which needs an
average flow rate of 4.6 litres/sec, a system has been designed
(Figure 5) in order to heat the water, at the average temperature of 33-35°C, by using a heat exchanger directly connected
to the main pipe of geothermal water (at a temperature close
to 60°C, i.e. about 58°C). It must be noted that, for security
reasons, heat can be provided for sea water through another
heat exchanger using hot water coming from the main boiler
of the hotel, using LPG.

Downstream the sanitary water / geothermal water
exchanger, the “geothermal flow” whose temperature is around
40 °C, with an average flow of 1.3 litre/sec, is derived into the
therapy centre storage tank (action 14). One can remark that,
if the temperature level of this flow is not high enough, an
automatic three-way valve enables its being mixed with
“original” hot geothermal waters. The main goal of this action

Concerning the outdoor “geothermal pool waters”, it allows
the guests to be directly in contact with running geothermal
water at the average temperature of about 28-30°C, with an
average flow rate of about 1 litre/sec. This temperature level
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Figure 3. Pre-heating sanitary water with geothermal energy.

Initially, rooms are designed to be provided with individual
convectors to be used for cooling the bedrooms in the summer.
All these convectors are, as usual, connected with the main
loop of the hotel chillers. The idea is to take the opportunity
of this loop to circulate a part of the geothermal water going
out of other circuits in the winter, with a non negligible
average temperature. Roughly, in the nominal handling of the
overall system, the “hot” water flow which is concerned is
about 20% of the overall initial flow coming from the source,
with an average temperature close to 52°C.

is reached through automatic control of the mixing of “original”
geothermal waters (58°C) with geothermal waters flowing
out of other heat exchangers of the overall system (Figure 6).
Concerning this pool, the water is to be regularly renewed.
5.4. Heating of rooms [4]:
This point is referred to as action 20. As already mentioned,
the original and specific feature of the project is to recover as
much heat entering in the system as possible. The devices
used to maintain all rooms, empty or not, at a minimum
temperature level are a good example of this intention. This
temperature is maintained at a level which is always higher
than 15°C through the use of the waste water at the end of the
thermal loops.

5.5. General balance of the expected results:
Table 1 presents the general energetic balance of the project
and the main gains which can be expected. Figure 7 shows an
overall annual LPG saving of about 76 %.
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Figure 4. Storage of geothermal
water for the therapy centre: the
two “water sources”, i.e. the
“original” hot geothermal water
and the geothermal water coming
out from sanitary water heat
exchanger.

Figure 5. Lay-out
of the indoor sea
water pool heating
system.
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Figure 6. Lay out of outdoor geothermal swimming pool.

Figure 7. Monthly LPG saving through using geothermal energy;
LPG permanent support consists of various heating process complements
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TABLE 1. Geothermal flow used in the project and induced energy saving

Action Number

Geothermal flow
(l/s)

Annual energy saving
(kg LPG)

Tunisian Dinar (TD)
(1 TD = 0.65 )

A3 - Heating of sanitary water

1.2

36500

16800

A14 - Geothermal water tank

0

44800

20600

A19 - Sea water tank

1.3

24600

11400

A16 - Indoor pool

2.3

32300

14900

A8 - Outdoor pool

2

83500

38400

2.4

35700

16400

9.2 (*)

257400

118500

A20 - Rooms
Total

[(*) in addition to this value, about 3.2 litres/sec are used directly for the geothermal therapy. Hence the average
overall flow rate of 12.4 for the project].

Concluding remarks
This paper describes, in a relatively extensive manner, the various tools which have been involved in the management of
the project. This description can be used as a guideline for similar experiences. It must be pointed out, in particular, that the
list of actions to promote in such a project is relatively exhaustive and can be used partially for other analogous projects,
based on the use of geothermal waters.
There is no doubt that, now, as soon as the idea of a careful design, including any opportunity of using water with relatively
low thermal levels, is taken into account, various options are possible such as natural geothermal sources, as shown in this
paper, or the promotion of sea water uses for various cooling purposes.
At the present time, the hotel is starting a new story with these geothermal systems. It will be opened at the beginning of
2010 and in one, or more probably two years, an overall survey of the actions implemented will be realized and its results
published with a view to appreciate better the validity of all the models and methodological tools used in this project.
Undoubtedly, in these times of energy crisis and sustainable development, “geothermal” is a label which could help the
promotion of new approaches in the field of housing thermal engineering.
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1. Introduction

cultivated by Henna under the Egyptian conditions produces
in average from 700 to 800kg dry leaves, increases by 25%
yearly till reaching 1000 to 1500kg/year/fed in the 5th year
according to Kotb (1981), Abozeid (1988) and Ahmed et al.
(1993).

Egypt is one of the developing countries where solar
energy is generally abundantly available almost all the year
round. The natural direct sunrays drying methods have many
disadvantages for medicinal plants. It affects on the quality
degradation, beside a large area is required. The drying time
is relatively long, leading to changes and damages not only to
sensory and chemical properties, but also to degrade in the
storage period for these plants (Abdel-Ghaffar et al., 2004).

The unglazed transpired solar drying concept was used for
drying as a way to cut the energy requirements and for medicinal plants higher quality. Hassanain (2004) investigated the
thermal performance of the unglazed transpired active solar
dryer. The study did not address the drying rate, ratio, costs or
quality of the dried plants, while it focused on the thermal
performance of the drying system and its thermal efficiency.
In another following study Hassanain (2005) dried three
medicinal plants named henna, rosemary and marjoram in that
system compared to the direct sun drying and shaded drying
house. The study recommended using the passive systems in
the future generation of the commercial unglazed transpired
solar dryers to reduce the operating cost by cutting down the
consumed energy that is required for operating the suction
fan. To achieve this goal, a study on the suitability unglazed
perforated passive dryer should be considered.

Henna has different medicinal applications and usage.
Distribution of the effective components in Henna leaves was
carried out in a trial towards utilization of these components
as a food preservative by Shatta, (1987). Henna leaves were
extracted and analyzed for these components of the practical
interest namely (Lowsone, Tannis and Phenolic compounds).
The extract was fractionated by Thin Layer Chromatography
(TLC) and the isolated components were tested for their antimicrobial action in different media and different PH values.
Important of such components appears for the commercial
producers of such plants. The production of One Fedan (4200m2)
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Active solar dryers being used to dry the medicinal plants
have some advantages i.e. reduce the drying air temperature
not to exceed the permitted level for affecting the volatile oils
or the medicinal chemical components, at the same time it is
energy consuming. A solar chimney enhances natural
convection drying (passive dryer) by inducing a pressure
difference between the inlet and outlet via the drying system.
As a result of the solar chimney effect, low relative humidity
air flow is induced through the drying chamber. The heated
air is passed over the medicinal plant in the drying chamber,
removing water vapor. Some dryers have very short chimneys
(i.e., 0.10 m) above the drying chamber, resulting in a very low
pressure head, Ekechukwu (1994). If the chimney wall was
clear with an absorbing surface inside, it should be oriented
appropriately to maximize absorption of solar radiation to
maintain mean chimney temperatures above ambient temperature. Experiments were undertaken by Ekechukwu and Norton
(1997) on two cylindrical polyethylene solar chimneys to
study the performance of two drying design options. Each
was consisting of 5.3 m high and 1.64 m diameter attached to
the drying chamber. The chimney was supported structurally by
steel framework and draped internally with selectively-coated
absorbing surface, with and without selective surface type.

Combining equations (3) and (4)
(5)
As in equation (5); the buoyancy pressure required to
generate air flow through a chimney is directly proportional
to the difference between the mean air temperature within the
chimney and the ambient air temperature, (Ekechukwu and
Norton, 1997).
Within the chimney, pressure drops are due mainly to wall
friction. Assuming turbulent flow (with a friction coefficient
of 0.03 (Shames, 1976), the pressure drops due to friction loss
can be given as (White, 1986),
(6)
Combining equations (5) and (6),
(7)
Thus, air velocity inside the solar chimney is given by;
(8)
Equation (8) can be written as;
(9)
Equation (9) was derived without taking into account the
additional buoyancy arising from the increased humidity of
the air stream from the medicinal plants being dried. To
include this would require the amount of moisture added to
the air stream. An assumed value for this would reduce the
generality of the analysis. The effect of neglecting moisture
gain to the air stream is to give a different value for “f*” in
equation (9), the functional relationship between v and Tch -Ta
remains unchanged (Ekechukwu and Norton, 1993).

2. Theoretical background for the chimney
role in passive drying
The following background expresses the chimney effect
to enhance the passive drying process. The buoyancy force
required to generate the air flow through the chimney is
directly proportional to the difference between the mean air
density within the chimney and the ambient air density,
represented as (Sodha et al, 1987);

This study aims to investigate the profits of using the
solar chimney with the unglazed perforated passive solar dryer
to cut down the energy demand for the medicinal plants drying.
A comparison between medicinal plants drying in the unglazed
transpired passive dryer with the active system was achieved
using the common traditional drying methods. Henna medicinal plants were involved in this study to achieve the quality
determination.

(1)
Air densities are related to air temperatures and humidity
ratios (Sodha et al, 1987),
(2)

If the chimney interior has the same temperature and
humidity conditions, and thus the same density as the ambient
air, and there is no wind to produce a Bernoulli effect, then
there would be no flow through the chimney. The pressure
difference due to the buoyant pressure head is given by
(Brenndorfer, et al, 1985),

3. Material and methods
Investigations were carried out to study the effect of
augmented solar chimney with the unglazed perforated passive
solar dryers. Shaded drying house (traditional drying methods)
was used to relate the passive to the active drying processes
which was involved in the previous study Hassanain, (2005).
Henna leaves was dried in this study as medicinal plant.

(3)
Over the temperature range 25oC to 90oC (within which
natural-circulation solar-energy dryers would operate), the
density of dry air is related to the temperature by the following
empirical expression (Brenndorfer et al, 1985),

1-Materials preparation:
Henna the Egyptian Privet (Lowsonia inermis L.) was
dried in the different drying techniques within the period from
5-5-2008 to 2-6-2008. Henna Leaves were selected among

(4)
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the medicinal plants in this study due to the ability of Lowsone components determination instead of depending on the
human being sensation determination tests of drying quality;
which was given as in the previous investigation. Five kg of
Henna leaves were prepared and distributed on the dryer
shelves as it is given in the previous work (Hassanain, 2005).

was used within this research (the highest available suction
airflow) obtained from a suction fan model WME-150, of
150mm diameter, 220-240 Volt (50 hertz), 0.13 Ampere,
Chinese made. Taking into the consideration the drying air
temperatures increased with the reduction of suction velocity,
at the same time high drying air temperatures is not recommended during the medical plants drying. As it affects its
quality due to the degradation of the chemical and oils
components.
1

2- Drying methods involved in the study
To achieve the study goals, toward investigating the effect
of using the solar chimney for the unglazed perforated passive
solar dryer for the medicinal plants; a shaded drying house
(SDH) was considered to compare and relate the effect of both
the unglazed perforated passive solar dryer (UPPSD) and
unglazed transpired active solar dryer (UTASD) in enhancing
the drying quality and cut down the drying operating cost:
2.1. Unglazed Perforated Passive Solar Dryer, (UPPSD)
The UPPSD has the same dimensions and materials used
for manufacturing the active system. Modifications were carried
out on the active solar drying in term of using solar chimney
instead of using air blowing in the UTASD. Black PVC
Chimney of 3 mm wall thickness, 127 mm diameters, 4 mm
and 4 m height from the top of the dryer was mounted (4.75 m
from the ground base). Also, a transparent acrylic of 4 mm
thick and dimensions of 15 cm wide by 40 cm high was fitted
and it was sealed on the back dryer door, it was used as a
hatch for visualizing the drying process and smoke test.
Figure (1) shows the UPPSD.

Figure 2. The unglazed transpired solar dryer of Hassanain (2005)

2.3. Shaded Drying House (SDH)
Solar drying house (SDH) manufactured from palm-tree
leave ribs of thickness 13 to 15 mm and with the given
dimensions that are shown in Figure (3). Dimensions of the
shaded drying house were 0.65 m length x 0.45 m, width x 0.95 m,

Figure 1. The unglazed perforated passive solar dryer (UPPSD).

2.2. Unglazed transpired active solar dryer (UTASD)
The active unglazed transpired solar dryer of Hassanain
(2005) is shown in Figure (2). Suction airflow rate of 0.06 m3s-

Figure 3. Shaded drying house (SDH).
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height. Cardboard was used to form the drier roof; it was
inclined 45° of two directions. This tilt enabled stains and
dust to slide away from the product under drying. The upper
shelf of the drier was located at 0.28 m underneath the span
roof, while the lower one was at 0.42 m above the ground.
Screen mesh covered these shelves. From the previous study
results which was carried out on the medicinal plants drying
in the open air under the direct-sunrays: This drying method
was omitted from this investigation due to the prevailing
disadvantages revealed on the dried medicinal plants. As the
conventional drying in shaded area represented as solar drying
house method (SDH) was used to compare both of the passive
and active drying processes.

been calibrated before against a calibrated mercury, -10:100oC
scale thermometer with standard deviation between the
thermometers reading of ±0.25oC.
Three points were selected to carry out air temperature
measurements. These points were distributed at the center of
the vertical axis of the drying compartment at 15, 41 and 57
cm from the dryer top horizontal surface and at 15 cm depth
from the western surface. The three points were dividing the
dryer compartment to three levels at the top, middle and
bottom. Air temperature measurements were taken and
averaged for each point. Meanwhile, five sensors were used
to vary the perforated surfaces temperatures of the east, and
west sides. The south oriented slope surface was divided into
equal dimensional three levels top, middle and bottom.
Several sensors were used to determine each part which was
averaged each measurement.

Measurements:
Incident solar radiation on the different dryer surfaces:
Mono Crestline solar cell with dimensions of 75 mm by 75 mm
voltage of 0.5 volt and current of 800 m Ampere was used to
determine the global radiation. The short circuit readings that
were obtained from the cell were calibrated against Aapply
Pyranometer at the Faculty of Engineering, Mansura University
according to Mujahed and Almoud, (1988) and Duffie and
Beckman, (1991). Formula resulted from calibration against
apply Pyranometer was used to determine the incident solar
radiation.

Relative humidity:
The relative humidity for the ambient air and the exit air
from the dryer were measured by the use of a dry and wet bulb
psychrometer which was calibrated previously against mercury
thermometer. Using a digital psychrometric chart based on
Computer Aided Thermodynamic Tables 2, CATT2 (Sonntag
and Borgnakke, 1988), the relative humidity was determined
from the resulted data of the dry and wet bulb temperatures.

Measurements were carried out at two hours later than the
sunrise of each day to determine the incident solar radiation
on the east surface of the dryer, the cell was made parallel to
measure the incident solar radiation on the surface, the same
was made with the south tilted surface horizontal and the
western surface. The incident radiation on the different sides
was predicted using a computation model derived by El-sayed
et. al. (2005).

Visualization of the smoke test:
Air movement due to the chimney effect with the suitable
holes diameter was visualized using smoke test. Also, it aims
to verify the measured temperatures of the drying air, perforated surface which affect the drying process. Smoke was
visualized under steady state configurations using a smoke
generator. The smoke generator outlet orifice was connected
to the back compartment of the UPPSD. The smoke was intermediately pulsed for 30 second, while video camera was used
to record the trial; before introducing smoke, the system was
allowed to attain steady state.

Wind speed
Due to the effect of wind speed on the convection heat loss
from the unglazed transpired dryer surfaces it was measured
using a TESTO 405-V1 Hot Wire Anemometer. Meanwhile,
wind direction was determined using a wind vane instrument
within this study. To obtain average wind speed within twohour intervals from the sunrise to the sunset, 60 readings were
taken and varied.

Determination of the moisture contents and ratio of
drying (R.D.) and time:
To determine the samples initial moisture contents, Ohaus
electric balance® with one gram accuracy was used to weigh
the fresh samples and after 24 hours. The fresh samples were
put in an electric oven at 60oC for 24 hours. The initial wet
basis moisture content MC (w.b., %) was determined using
the following formula where, (mi) and (mf) are the fresh and
final sample masses respectively:

Air velocity:
Chimney and dryer air velocity were also measured by a
TESTO-405-V1 hot wire anemometer. Air velocity was
measured at the chimney central axis.
Temperatures:

(10)

Temperatures of the ambient air, chimney flowing air,
dryer perforated surface, and the drying air, were measured by
Ama-Digit Ad 15th, electronic thermometer type which had

Drying box of 7x5x5 cm was made from steel mesh to
represent henna leaves moisture contents for each drying
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shelf. These samples were weighted each two hours and using
the initial moisture content to relates the moisture contents at
time t, MCt.

ground temperatures. This was under prevailing wind speed
of 0.78 ms-1 average incident solar radiation falls on the drier
surfaces represented in Table (2).

Ratio of drying (RD) was determined for Henna leaves
(medicinal plant) according to Al-Gendy, (1981) as the ratio
between the fresh and the dried masses at the final moisture
content. Meanwhile, drying time was considered for the
isolation period (only daytime from sunrise to sunset) without
taking the nighttime into the consideration; for instance, from
0 hour, drying time till 10 hours (first drying day) and from
10 to 20 hours (second drying day), from 20 to 30 hours and
from 30 to 40 hours. Ratio of MCt/MCi, between moisture
content at specific time (MCt) by the initial moisture content
(MCi) was used to compare the dried Henna leaves with
different initial moisture contents. As no relevant and
available reviews for Henna equilibrium moisture contents
which enable the comparison using the moisture ratio (MR)
given in the form:

TABLE 1. Measured weather conditions for 1st drying days.

5 t h M a y , 2 0 0 8 , t h e 1s t d a y o f A c t i v e d r y i n g
Time, Ta, RHa, Ts
Av. Dry,
Tdair Tgr
RHo%
h
°C
%
total
vw oc
07:00
09:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
15:00
average
SD

22.1
28.6
32.6
34.5
36.1
34.8
26.9
6.8

46.7
34.0
28.9
22.4
25.3
28.5
26.5
8.1

28.4
36.2
40.0
41.5
41.8
35.3
37.2
5.1

29.6
36.3
45.4
47.0
50.3
41.5
41.7
7.6

20.5
25.2
31.0
33.9
37.1
33.9
30.3
6.2

0.2
0.3
0.8
0.3
0.3
1.1
0.5
0.3

33.0
40.0
43.0
42.0
45.0
40.0
40.5
3.6

23.5
21.5
24.6
23.6
20.8
23.1
22.9
1.4

0.18
1.18
1.02
0.78
0
0.75
0.65
± 0.47

35
39
40
40
42
42
39.7
± 2.6

44.8
39.8
33.2
35.0
29.9
28.3
35.18
± 6.2

1 s t d a y o f P a s s i v e d r y i n g o n 2 9t h M a y , 2 0 0 8
7:00
9:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
15:00
average
S.D.

(11)
Quality of dried medicinal plants
The quantity of the effective component (Lowsone) in
Henna was used to determine the dried medicinal plants
quality. Lowsone was determined in henna laves which were
extracted and fractionated by the Thin Layer Chromatography
(TLC) at the Food Science Department, Faculty of Agriculture,
Suez-Canal University according to Shatta (1987).

22.9
25.9
29.6
31.5
31.8
32.4
29
±3.8

77.0
55.6
29.2
25.7
24.7
19.2
38.6
± 23

30.8
31.3
37.6
37.4
37.8
37.1
35.3

32.0
36.1
38.9
38.3
42.7
43.3
38.5
± 4.2

22.8
23.3
28.8
27.8
29.1
35
27.8
± 4.5

TABLE 2. Measured incident solar radiation in W/m2 on
the passive dryer surfaces with the total solar energy flux
on the dyer, Watt (29th May, 2008).

4. Results and discussions
Weather condition within the drying processes

Time,

East

South North Horizontal. West

Weather conditions within the research tasks were measured
and averaged. When Henna leaves were under the drying
processes in the unglazed active perforated dryer against the
SDH (from 5-5-2008 till 11-5-2008), averages of the dry and
wet air temperatures of 27.6 and 18.5°C were measured within
drying time (37 hours); while, the air relative humidity were
averaged as 44.5 %. Meanwhile, the unglazed transpired
passive perforated solar dryer was investigated against the
SDH within the period from 29-5-2008 till 3-6-2008. Averages
of 30.2°C for the ambient air temperature, 40.4% relative
humidity, ground temperature of 27.5°C and average wind
speed of 0.57 ms-1 and average incident solar radiation of
331Wm-2 on the dryer surfaces.

Hours

Wm-2

Wm-2

Wm-2

Wm-2

Wm-2

W

07:00

416.0

59.8

166.2

162.1

54.8

438.9

08:00

622.9

217.6

192.1

353.1

94.9

708.8

09:00

677.3

405.7

165.3

543.5

130.5

870.2

10:00

627.9

585.2

159.8

720.8

159.8

981.5

11:00

515.9

724.8

181.3

857.9

181.3

1046.8

12:00

347.1

812.1

193.6

926.3

193.6

1029.7

13:00

195.9

828.8

195.9

936.9

254.7

993.5

14:00

188.0

772.2

188.0

897.4

446.9

1050.2

15:00

170.6

652.8

170.6

790.0

584.3

1019.8

average

418.0

562.1

179.2

687.5

233.4

904.4

±183.7 ±273.9

±13.6

±274.3

±121.2 ±202.2

SD

Table (1) represents data of some measured weather parameters for the 1st drying days. From Table (1), increasing the
drying air temperatures above that of the ambient was noticed
depends upon the ambient air temperature, the incident solar
radiation in Wm-2 and the prevailing wind speed in ms-1.

Total

Dryer surface and air temperatures for the UPPSD
Figure (4) illustrates the tilted perforated surface temperatures (facing south direction) were conducted for the UPPSD
on the 29th of May 2008. Meanwhile Figure (5) represents
drying air temperature profile for the same day. Temperature

The daily average weather conditions on the 29th, May,
2008 were 29oC ambient air, 39% relative humidity 27.8oC
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profile giving in Figures (4) and (5) are obtained under average dry and wet bulb temperatures of 29°C and 18.3°C (from
the sunrise at 4:54 till the sunset at 18:49), and average wind
speed of 0.785 ms-1 and under average measured incident
radiation on the UPPSD different surfaces presented in Table (2).
Meanwhile, a presentation for the incident solar energy computed according to El-Sayed et. al. (2005) is given in Figure (6)
for the same day.
From Figures (4) and (5), air was sucked via the surface
perforation led to cool the surface down this beside the variation
in the incident solar radiation on the different dryer surfaces.
Also, the wind speed effect to sweep the surface temperature
in the case of it is less the suction force toward the dryer and
the effect of convection heat loss. These resulted higher average
air temperature above that for the average of the tilted surface.

Figure 6. Incident solar energy computed for different surfaces of
the UPPSD on 29 May, 2008 from the sunrise to sunset.

Figures (7) and (8) give the inclined surface temperatures
of UTASD and drying air, for the 1st drying day (5, May, 2008).
In general drying air temperatures either for the UPPSD or the
UTASD did not exceed 50°C; this is the recommended range
for the drying air temperature especially for the medicinal
plants which have volatile oils as effective components
(Abouzeid, 1988) this reflected a higher quality of the product
being dried compared with the traditional drying methods.

Figure 4. Temperatures against time for the UPPSD surface
inclined 45° and facing the south.

Figure 7. Inclined south facing surface temperature illustrated
for the UTASD.

Figure 5. Drying air temperature inside the UPPSD.

Figure 8. Drying air temperatures inside the UTASD
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Under average dry and wet bulb temperatures of 31.4°C
and 19.1°C (from the sunrise at 5:08: till the sunset at 18:36),
average wind speed of 0.5ms-1 and average measured radiation
incident on the active dryer surfaces, UTASD presented in
Table (3) and computed incident solar energy in Figure (9)
according to El-Sayed et al (2005).

(which is facing the south direction) from the top to the bottom
direction (with considering the time lag). This occurred due the
air velocity which is resulted from the pressure drop caused
due to chimney height which is illustrated in Plate (2).

TABLE 3. Measured incident radiation (W/m2) flux on the
Active dryer surfaces and total solar energy flux on the
dryer, Watt (5th May, 2008).

Time
Hours

East South North Horizontal
Wm-2 Wm-2 Wm-2
Wm-2

West
Wm-2

Total
W

07:00

261.5

38.3

91.8

76.0

31.6

260.7

08:00

552.4

164.9

136.3

256.3

75.6

573.6

09:00

677.1

372.6

114.5

454.1

114.5

790.3

10:00

660.5

559.3

147.4

640.8

147.4

955.4

11:00

564.7

724.3

172.5

799.7

172.5

1051.4

12:00

409.7

839.0

188.4

898.1

188.4

1066.2

13:00

200.7

880.2

194.1

928.5

194.1

987.8

14:00

189.1

844.0

189.1

902.0

397.6

1063.9

15:00

173.9

733.6

173.9

808.2

556.5

1055.1

Average

410.0

572.9

156.5

640.4

208.7

867.2

± 208.8 ±312.3

±36.2

±310.7

±165.9 ±280.6

SD

Plate 1. Smoke visualize the rapid air flow under the UPPSD shutter.

Plate 2. Visualize of air velocity due to chimney height.

The south facing, inclined surface temperature decreased
from the top to the bottom for passive drying as affected by
the solar chimney as it is given in Figure (4). Also, this was
found for the active as in Figure (7) due to the suction fan
effect. This also affects the interior dryer air temperature with
the same temperature trend (from the top to the bottom) for
the both dryers within the falling drying period within the 1st
drying day; either for the passive dryer, UPPSD as it is shown
in Figure (5) or the Active dryer as in Figure (8).

Figure 9. Incident solar energy computed for the different surfaces
of the UTASD on the 5th May, 2008 from sunrise to sunset.

Smoke visualization test:
The smoke test was carried out under average open environmental weather conditions of 32.7°C ambient air temperature, relative humidity of 44.11 %, dryer air temperature of
39.6°C (averages for the three points top medium and bottom
of 39.4°C, 40.5°C and 39°C), average ground surface temperatures of 22.8°C, incident radiation on the different sides of
307.1 W/m2 and average wind speed of 0.98 ms-1. Smoke
visualization revealed that, air movement is faster underneath
the shutter according to the theoretical hypothesis of the air
flow as shown in Plate (1). This reflects the instantaneous
reduction temperature of the inclined surface of UPPSD

Determination of the pressure drop caused due to augment
solar chimney
The pressure drop caused as a result of attaching the solar
chimney to the UPPSD was determined using equations (5).
Figure (10) shows the pressure drop in Pascal for the 1st
drying day. Daily average pressure drop of 1.538 Pascal with
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average standard deviation of ± 0.226 Pascal was created by
solar chimney effect according to equation (5) for the 29th of
May from two hours after the sunshine at 4:54 till the 15:00
local time, taken into the consideration, chimney air density
was computed using equation (4).

Reynolds numbers based on the average chimney air
velocity for the UPPSD (with 4 m chimney height) is given in
Table (4). It was lower than that of the active dryer, (turbulent
flow with average Reynolds number of 16110). From Table (4)
daily average of Reynold's Number for the 1st drying day on
29th, May, 2008 was found to be 2967 ± 757 for measured
chimney air velocity of 0.37 ms-1 when the chimney air
temperature was 39.7°C ± 2.8°C (daily average from two hours
from the sun rise till 15:00). Chimney air densities in kgm-3,
presented in Table (4) are computed according to equation (4).
Drying rate and drying ratio (D.R.):
Average moisture contents (wb), % for Henna leaves are
given in Figure (10A) under the previously mentioned daily
average weather conditions for the 1st drying day on 29th May,
2008 for the passive drier, UPPSD and the shaded drying
house SDH. Meanwhile, distribution for moisture contents of
Henna was determined at the three shelves (lower, medium
and the upper) within the first 10 hours versus drying time
presented in Figure (10B). Figure (11A) shows moisture
contents (w.b., %) versus the drying time in hours for the first
drying day of henna leaves drying in the active dryer on the
5th May, 2008 with the distribution shows in Figure (11B).
The benefits from using the unglazed transpired solar dryers
either the active or passive systems for medical plants above
the traditional drying methods are the fast decrease in the
moisture content higher quality measured (Lowsone in this
case) as it will discuss in the drying quality. Henna leaves was
losing it moisture contents faster when it was dried on the
lower dryer shelf than the two other shelves. Shelf arrangement
among the dryers plays a significant role in speeding up
medicinal plants drying. For the passive solar dryer the fast
reduction in the leaves moisture contents as it is seen in
Figures 10B can be arranged as the lower shelf then the
medium then upper shelf. This refers to the drying air
temperature and air velocity due to the chimney effect. The
same effect is obvious in Figure (11B) due to the air suction
fan effect for the active dryer.

Figure 10. Pressure drop caused by the solar chimney vs time on
29th May 2008.

Air velocity factor and Reynolds Number
The daily average value of f* factor determined from
equation (9) within the passive solar chimney effect to enhance
the drying of the medicinal plants. It was found to be 0.113
with standard deviation of ± 0.0296 (from 4:54 till the sunset
at 18:49 of 29th, May, 2008). Presenting the relationship between
the measured chimney air velocity and the value of f* factor
with a linear fitting line resulted a linear equation with R2 of
0.93 it can be written in the form:
f* = 0.304(v) + 0.0011
The daily average chimney air velocity it was found as
3.27 ms-1 with standard deviation of ±0.23 ms-1, according to
the formula (9). The daily average of chimney measured air
velocity from Table (4) was found to be 0.37 ms-1 ± 0.19 ms-1
(within the measurements campaign).
TABLE 4. Reynolds number of chimney air based on
measured velocity.

Time

Chimney
Chimney
Chimney
air velocity temperature air density
ms-1
°C
kgm-3

Average of the percentage of moisture content per minute
for henna, are presented in pairs of comparison (Active vs.
SDH) and (passive, UPPSD vs. SDH) Table (5) in (w.b.) %

Re, based on
measured
velocity

7:00

0.39

36.6

1.0009

3172

per minute. These values were computed as

9:00

0.26

36.3

1.0018

2117

11:00

0.54

39.8

0.9910

4349

taking for two hours interval and (t) is the drying time from 0
till 10 hours.

12:00

0.34

40.5

0.9889

2732

13:00

0.33

41.9

0.9846

2640

15:00

0.35

43.2

0.9806

2789

Average

0.37

39.7

0.991303

SD

±0.19 ms

±2.8 °C

±0.009 kgm

-1

Ratios of Drying (RD) were determined till reaching the
medicinal plant to the end of the investigation at the equilibrium with
the surrounding weather conditions given previously: For
average initial moisture content (MCi) of 64.7% till 44.8 the
final (MCf) moisture contents, the drying ratio was calculated
to be in average of 1.6:1 according to previous given equation.

2967
-3

,

±757
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Figure 10B.
Distribution for
shelves moisture
contents as a
result of drying
air temperature
and air velocity
due to chimney
effect in the
UPPSD for the
1st drying day.

Figure 10A.
Moisture
content of
Henna dried
within the 1st
day in the
passive
dryer
(UPPSD).

Figure 11B.
Distribution for
shelves moisture
contents as a
result of drying
air temperature
and suction air
velocity in the
Active dryer for
the 1st drying
day.

Figure 11A.
Moisture
contents of
Henna
versus
drying time
in Active
dryer for
the 1st day.
TABLE 5. Henna average drying rate in (w.b., %)/minute
for different drying methods for the 1st day.

Active vs. SDH

Passive, UPPSD vs. SDH

Active

SDH

UPPSD

SDH

0.0192

0.0156

0.0177

0.0278

Ratio of MCt/MCi, within the drying time for the passive,
UPPSD and active dryers are shown in Figures (12) and (14)
respectively. Meanwhile it is shown in Figures (14) to compare
both of active and passive dryers.
Figure 13. Ratio of MCt/MCi, for Henna leaves dried in the
drying time for the Active dryer.

Figure 14. Comparison between the ratio of MCt/MCi, for Henna leaves
dried in the drying time for the passive UPPSD and active dryers.

Figure 12. Ratio of MCt/MCi, for Henna leaves dried in the
drying time for the passive dryer UPPSD.
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Lawsone determination in Henna as an indicator for
quality of medicinal plants drying techniques:

electric power consumed by the suction fan of the active dryer
was determined. Fixed and operating costs, were considered
when the Cost per unit of the final dried product was addressed.
Maintenance was taken as 3% from the cost of the newly built
solar drying system. Capital costs were determined according
to 2008 prices as L.E.350 (Egyptian pounds) for the active
dryer, L.E. 50 for the shaded drying house and L.E. 300 for
the capital cost of the UPPSD. The final dried medicinal plants
product prices were also determined according to 2008 prices
as 10 L.E./kg Henna. The study found that drying one kg cost
1.83. 1.60 and 1.74 L.E. in the Active, shaded drying house
and passive drying UPPSD respectively. Drying cost did not
address the quality of the dried medicinal plants on the
comparison between the three drying methods.

The qualities of the Henna leaves as medicinal plant were
determined as the percent of Lowson and presented in Table (6):
TABLE 6. Percent of the average Lowsone in Henna for MC
41.6% and pH 4.44.

Dryer type

Active drying

SDH av.

Passive, UPPSD

Lowsone, %

1.1

1.09

1.10

Average Lowsone Percentage at moisture content of
41.6% and average PH 4.44 was found as 1.1 and 1.1% i.e. no
difference in the Lowsone content for the drying henna in the
Active and Passive UPPSD, while it was found as 1.09%
(average of two trials) when it was dried in the shaded drying
house SDH.

The consumed electrical energy by the suction fan of the
Active solar dryer (determined just for 26 hours) as 0.81 kW.h
as it cost 0.1 L.E.

Cost per the unit of dried Henna leaves
To discuss the effect of Augmented solar chimney to the
unglazed perforated passive solar dryer on the total cost the

Nomenclature
Chimney inner diameter, m
Proportional factor
Gravity of acceleration, m/s2
Chimney height, m
Buoyancy pressure drop, Pascal
Relative humidity, %
Temperature, °C
Ambient temperature, °C
Chimney air temperature, °C

D
f*
g
H
Pb
RH
T
Ta
Tch

v

Air velocity, m/s

vw

Wind speed, m/s

β

Bulk coefficient of expansion of air, 1/°C

ρ

Density, kg/m3

ρa

Ambient air density, kg/m3

ρch

Density for chimney air, kg/m3
Chimney mean air density, kg/m3

ρo

Outlet air density, kg/m3

Conclusions
The study conducted to the following conclusions:
●

Visualizing the smoke test and the measurements campaigns revealed that, solar chimney affected temperatures of the
inclined south surface also the drying air which were found increases from the dryer top to the bottom. Due to the
differences of drying air temperature caused by the chimney effect it resulted in fast drying from the bottom to the top
of the dryer.

●

Due to 4 m chimney height augmented to the unglazed perforated passive solar dryer, it caused daily average pressure
drop of 1.538 Pascal with standard deviation of ±o.226 Pascal.

●

Daily average Reynolds number of 2967 was determined for average measured chimney air velocity of 0.37ms-1 when
the chimney air temperature was of 39.7°C.

●

Using the passive design with solar chimney for drying Henna leaves affect the cost of the unit drying which was found
as 1.74L.E compared 1.83L.E with that dried in the active drier.
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A

Evaluation of Wind Power
Potential for the Generation
of Energy at Marvast
Synoptic Station-Yazd, Iran

to 223.224 and 444.94 W/m2
at the height of 10 and 50
meters, respectively. It can be
inferred that high wind power
density and the other influential
characteristics effecting the
determination of wind power
potential at this station makes
this location potentially favorable for the establishment of
wind turbines.

t Marvast synoptic station
(30˚:30′N, 54˚:15′E),
Mahdi Dehghan Tezerjani1,
Yazd, the wind speed data at
Kamal Omidvar2
an interval of three hours, at
(1)
the height of 10 meters from
Masters (M.A) Physical Geography (climatology)
ground level for a period of
from Yazd University, Iran
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mahdi_dehghan328@yahoo.com
taken from Yazd Meteorology,
Tel: +983526233284
After calculating C and K parameters through least squares
(2)
Associate professor, Department of Geography,
Moreover, in the process of
fitting, distinct wind speed
Yazd University, Iran
this study, a new method,
data was distributed with
komidvar@yazduni.ac.ir
easier and shorter, has been
Weibull distribution In the
obtained that can be applied
present research, wind energy
Tel: +989132534532
for computing wind existence
potential has been studied for
hours at an area.
a period of ten function. Then,
wind characteristics at 10 m height were converted to 50 m
Keywords: Wind Energy Potential; Wind Turbine; Weibull
height (height of almost every axis of wind turbine). The
Distribution Function; Wind Power Density; One
conversion was brought about by applying one seventh power
Seventh Power Law; Marvast.
law. Wind power density at Marvast synoptic station is equal

of energy have been the focus of study for a long time. An
appropriate solution to lower the impact of energy loss is the
substitution of renewable forms of energies such as wind.

1. Introduction
The worldwide concern and environmental awareness of
air quality created a move towards pollution free energy production such as solar and wind energies. Wind is an abundant
resource available in nature that can be utilized by mechanically converting wind power to electricity. Wind turbines are
especially meant for this purpose.

World winds hold almost around 2700 TW potential energy
- 25% of this energy occupies an environment of 100 meters
above the ground level. It is noteworthy that 10% of this
energy, i.e. 4 TW exceeds the capacity of the world's total
water energy [10].

The gradual increase in the earth population and the
increasing demand for energy from natural resources have
been the major causes for man to search for an appropriate
substitution for the sources of energy. Having been aware of
the decrease of the earth's energy resources, scientists have
cautioned against the surplus use of energy. Moreover, environmental pollutions resulting from the burning of fossil fuels
in the power stations have led to energy loss. This phenomenon
is a threat to every living creature on the earth. Thus, the
appropriate use of energy and the involvement of new sources

Although Iran has been a pioneer in the use of wind energy,
we have yet to witness the applications of wind energy which
have been extremely limited. But the remnants of the numerous
windmills all over the country support our claim that undoubtedly wind energy must have been of importance.
This project attempts to discover not only potential power
of wind energy but also the feasibility of using wind power at
Marvast synoptic station in the south of Yazd.
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where V [m/s] is the wind speed, K [-] is the Weibull shape
parameter describing the dispersion data and C [m/s] is the
Weibull scale parameter.

2. Materials and method
Since wind is a vector quantity having direction and
speed, it is subject to topographical and atmospheric changes.
It is impossible to make an estimation of wind direction and
wind speed at intervals in which wind speed is not reported.
Moreover, this estimation is not error-free. To reduce the impact
of this error, the researcher took raw data from Yazd Meteorology for a period of 10 years, between 1996 and 2005. The
data reported wind direction and wind speed at Marvast
synoptic station for the consecutive years. Then wind data
were converted from Knot to m/s (1 Knot = 0.514 m/s).

Values of the two parameters, K and C, can be calculated
by using the least square fitting of the data [12] i.e.
Y=A+B.X

(2)

Where
Yi = ln(-ln(l - p(Vi)))

(3)

And
Xi = ln vi

All the graphs, tables and data in the project were analyzed
by applying Excel and SPSS 17. In order to process the data
the mathematical model Weibull Probability Distribution
Function is used. Probability Distribution Function is the most
applicable strategy to the study and calculation of wind statistics at a specific location. After the calculation of the components of this function, some parameters relating to the calculation of wind energy can be estimated.

(4)

Where vi [m/s] is the mean of wind speed classes, P[Vi]is the
accumulative probability of the frequency of every mean speed
classes. By quantities of X and Y, the values of A and B can
be calculated using the following equation:

(5)

3. Theory of analysis
There are several mathematical functions called probability density functions that can be applied to model the wind
speed frequency curve by substituting the data obtained for the
period of ten years from Yazd Meteorology. In wind power
studies, Weibull and Rayleigh probability density functions
are commonly used and widely adopted [8]. Herein Weibull
distribution used since the Rayleigh distribution is only a subset of it.

(6)
Here, A is the gradient of the equation of a straight line
Y=AX+B, B is the width of the intersection of the line by the
Y axis. In this equation, the relationship between A and B and
the Weibull parameters K and C is as follows [4]:
K = A and

3.1. Weibull distribution function of wind speed
Wind power is proportionate to the cubic power of the
wind speed and rotor's diameter square root power [7]. Thus,
wind speed is one of the most significant factors in the optimum
use of wind energy.

(7)

A brief presentation of the observations and measurements
of wind speed at Marvast synoptic station, between the years
of 1996-2005 is indicated in Table 1.
Considering equations (3) and (4), vi and P(Vi) are
substituted with Xi and Yi, so that A and B quantities can be
calculated by liner regression equation or least square line of
Xi and Yi values. These values are shown in Table 2.

In the calculation of wind energy, wind speed is considered a random variable which can take every quantity in
a specific distance. However, practically wind speed data
recorded every 3 hours at synoptic stations. The function
of which is a disconnect function. In other words, the frequency distribution should be first replaced by the connected
distribution function. For this purpose Weibull probability
distribution function is reliable and is the most frequently
used model to describe the distribution of the wind speed [3].

After computing Xi and Yi quantities, A and B quantities
related to shape and scale parameters of Weibull function can
be determined. Then, we are able to draw a line Y=AX+B which
is the line nearest to points, when compared with Xi and Yi.
The numerical values of A=K, B and C obtained from
Marvast synoptic station are presented respectively as
follows: 2.5814, -5.0093 and 6.9625.

Weibull distribution function is a derivative of Gamma
distribution and has a higher flexibility in comparison with
Rayleigh distribution. It can be defined as follows:

Weibull probability function quantities (Pw) are presented
in Table 1. These quantities are computed using Weibull scale
and Form parameters. Also, vi numerical values, in Table 1
(mean of wind speed classes) were computed through equation 1.

(1)
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TABLE 1. Arrangement of the measured three hourly time-series data in frequency distribution format for 1996-2005 and
the probability density distributions calculated from the Weibull function at Marvast synoptic station.

Wind speed
classes
[m/s]v

i
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Mean of wind
speed classes
vi[m/s]

Frequency
fi

Probability
p(iv)

accumulative
probability
P(iv)

Probability in
Weibull model
Pw (vi)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
20
21
25
26

15
110
3757
2862
4838
1164
795
483
288
279
85
73
40
22
24
10
5
1
3
1
1
1

0.00100963
0.00740392
0.25287743
0.19263647
0.32563775
0.07834691
0.05351013
0.03250993
0.0193848
0.01877903
0.00572121
0.00491351
0.00269233
0.00148078
0.0016154
0.00067308
0.00033654
0.00006731
0.00020193
0.00006731
0.00006731
0.00006731

0.00101
0.008414
0.261291
0.453927
0.779565
0.857912
0.911422
0.943932
0.963317
0.982096
0.987817
0.992731
0.995423
0.996904
0.998519
0.999192
0.999529
0.999596
0.999798
0.999865
0.999933
1

0.0171176
0.0495494
0.0873856
0.1215021
0.1435289
0.1482912
0.1356503
0.1103809
0.0799678
0.0515178
0.0294419
0.0148789
0.0066253
0.0025894
0.0008847
0.0002631
0.0000679
0.0000151
0.0000005
0.0000001
0
0

14857

1

0.5 - 1.5
1.5 - 2.5
2.5 - 3.5
3.5 - 4.5
4.5 - 5.5
5.5 - 6.5
6.5 - 7.5
7.5 - 8.5
8.5 - 9.5
9.5 - 10.5
10.5 - 11.5
11.5 - 12.5
12.5 - 13.5
13.5 - 14.5
14.5 - 15.5
15.5 - 16.5
16.5 - 17.5
17.5 - 18.5
19.5 - 20.5
20.5 - 21.5
24.5 - 25.5
25.5 - 26.5
Total

Yi = ln(-ln(1 - P(Vi)))

X= lnVi

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

-6.897671187
-4.773691083
-1.194513763
-0.502521166
0.413534639
0.668500617
0.885367211
1.058204365
1.195569783
1.391960803
1.483359678
1.594140539
1.683936426
1.753985778
1.874135447
1.963093068
2.036053271
2.055976752
2.140961542
2.187519775
2.262411473
2.779942594

0
0.693147181
1.098612289
1.386294361
1.609437912
1.791759469
1.945910149
2.079441542
2.197224577
2.302585093
2.397895273
2.48490665
2.564949357
2.63905733
2.708050201
2.772588722
2.833213344
2.890371758
2.995732274
3.044522438
3.218875825
3.258096538

Figure 1. Least square line ,through which the parameters K
and C are estimated.

Frequency %

i

Y=Ln (-Ln (1-P(V)))

TABLE 2. The numerical values of liner equations, between
X and Y, for the determination of A and B, in relation to
Weibull parameters K and C.

Figure 2. Wind speed frequency with fitted Weibull
distribution for Marvast synoptic station at 10 m height.
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In Figure 2 with the help of Weibull distribution function
the computation quantities for wind speed occurrence at Marvast synoptic station, and the factual wind speed occurrence
has been drawn. Numerical representations of wind speed are
distributed in the graph and are connected by the continuous
line drawn with the help of Weibull function. By comparing
them, the wind speed disconnected quantities substituted in a
curve Contiguous can be observed.

wind speed and the dependence of wind power on air density
and the cube of the wind speed [1]. Therefore, wind power
density is generally considered a better indicator of the wind
resource than wind speed. Wind power density of a site based
on a Weibull probability density function can be expressed as
follows [8,4]:
(13)
where ρ is the mean air density (usually taken as equal to
1.225 kg/m3 which depends on altitude, air pressure, and temperature) [6], and Γ denotes the Gamma function. Once wind
power density of a site is given, the wind energy density for a
desired duration (a month or a year) can be expressed as [5]:

3.2 Calculation of efficacious parameters in wind energy
potential estimation
As the scale and shape parameters have been calculated,
two meaningful wind speeds for wind energy estimation, i.e.
the most probable wind speed and the wind speed carrying
maximum energy, can be simply obtained. The most probable
wind speed denotes the most frequent wind speed for a given
wind probability distribution and is expressed as follows [11]:

(14)
Where T is the time period (or duration), for example, T is
720 hr for monthly duration.

(8)

The problem of transforming Weibull parameters at the
hub heights of the wind turbines can be easily solved with the
compatible features of Weibull distribution. Weibull function
facilitates the presentation of the wind speed distribution
thereby making it possible for the researcher to transform the
wind speed distribution at 10 m height to the distribution at
any other height. This is done by applying the so called one
seventh power law [2]:

The wind speed carrying maximum energy represents the
wind speed which carries the maximum amount of wind energy,
and is expressed as follows [4]:
(9)
The average wind speed (V) and wind speed standard
deviation (σ) can be calculated through the following
equations [11]:

(15)

(10)

where c2 and c1 are the Weibull scale parameters at heights z2
and z1, respectively. Even if the Weibull shape parameter, k,
varies with height, the variation is small.

(11)
4. Computing wind existence hours at an area
where Γ denotes the Gamma function.

In the previous studies, in order to obtain total wind hour
existence wind hours in each speed class throughout a year were
computed and then the cumulative quantities were achieved.

The probability of wind speeds between v1 and v2 is given
by [13]:

In the present research, a new equation is obtained which
provides a simpler and easier method to estimate wind hour
existence at an area. The equation is as follows:

(12)
Wind turbines are designed with a cut-in speed, or the
wind speed at which it begins to produce power, and a cut-out
speed, or the wind speed at which the turbine will be shut
down to prevent the drive train from being damaged. For
most wind turbines, the range of cut-in wind speed is 3.0_4.5
m/s, and the cut-out speed can be as highly as 25 m/s [13].

(16)
where WE stands for Wind Existence, (h/y) is the unit of
measuring the parameter, hour by year, fi is the frequency of
wind speed classes or the quantities presented in Table 1,
column 4. N is the length of the statistical period under study
in a year, and T is the time interval between the wind data
records in hours. Quantities for the parameter in Marvast
synoptic station are 14857, 10 and 3, respectively.

3.3 Wind power density
The evaluation of wind power density per unit area is of
fundamental importance in assessing wind power projects.
Wind power density, expressed in Watt per square meter
(W/m2), takes into account the frequency distribution of the

The total amount of wind hour existence at the synoptic
station under study was 4457.1 h/y.
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Conclusions
Wind power density is an essential factor in locating places suitable for the installation of wind turbines. At Marvast
synoptic station, wind power density was 223.22 and 444.94 W/m3 at a height of 10 and 50 meters from ground level, respectively. In the classification of areas suitable for wind turbine installation, wind power density raging from 200 to 250 W/m3
is considered. The lowest wind speed recorded at the station under study was 4.84 m/s at a height of 50 m in the month of
September, and the most probable yearly wind speed at the same height were 7.25 m/s.
According to equation (12), the probability of a wind speed between 3 and 25 m/s was 94% of total wind hour existence
(4457.1 h/y) at the height of 50 m. Therefore, the economical operation for wind turbines in this place is estimated to be about
4190 h/y.
The average monthly wind speed at 50 m height for all the months of a year, except September which is 4.99 m/s, is
estimated to be more than 5 m/s. It is to be noted that the maximum wind speed recorded was in the month of March and
April, 7.14 and 7.1 m/s, respectively. The yearly average of wind speed is 7.78 m/s. Each of these speeds can be the working
speed level for wind turbines.
The difference between the most probable wind speed and the wind speed carrying maximum energy in the place under
study, annually, is less than 3.7 which show the trivial difference between the maximum probability of wind speed and the
wind speed which provides the highest amount of energy.
The wind speed standard deviation at the height of 10 m -based on real observations- is less than 2.66 in monthly and
yearly computation. That is, the observed wind speed in the place under study is of acceptable stability and high harmony.
Relating to the high wind power density at 50 m and the other influential factors, Marvast synoptic station, Yazd can be
a suitable site for the establishment of wind turbines leading to cost free natural energy source.
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1. Introduction

while the latent heat ∆H varying from 0 to L. In this case, the
Darcy model term is included in the momentum equation.

Since the early work of Eyres et al [1], the solidification
modelling system has been a major research field in heat and
mass transfer area. Several one-dimensional preliminary
models were used and considered only the heat transfer by
conduction. The solution was based on the moving boundary
conditions of Crank [2]. However, in two or three dimensional
solidification process, fluid flow effects needed to be considered.
This required resolving the Navier-Stokes and energy coupled
equations. Gadgil and Gobin [3] used a temperature formulation to investigate the solidification interface moving with a
variable grid. Voller et al [4] applied the enthalpy method as
an alternative approach where no thermal and dynamic conditions were applied to the solidification front at a fixed grid.
This approach simplified the numerical model for a lot of
problems. In the following publication, Voller et al [5] focused
on the enthalpy method within differential heated cavity with
no velocity in solid zone. At the same time, they proposed an
alternative approach already used by Garltling [6] where the
regions subjected to the phase change were considered as a
pseudo-porous media with a porosity λ shifting from 1 to 0

In the solidification process, the situation is rather complicated by the fact that there is no planar interface. In many
cases, a more realistic representation is the one where three
different regions are identified: the liquid region, the dendritic
(mushy zone) and the solid region. Many studies were devoted
to analyze the vertical solidification process, McFadden et al
[7], explored a planar solid-liquid interface. Maples and
Poirier [8] suggested a model to the dendritic zone, where
convection of the interdendritic liquid is simulated as flow in
porous medium.
Semma et al [9] studied the effects of the thermocapillary
convection on the flow stability and the interaction with
solid/liquid interface in directional solidification without
considering the latent heat effects. The solid liquid transition
during crystal growth by floating zone technique under
microgravity conditions is investigated showing the role of
external boundary conditions as controlling parameters
(Bennacer et al [10,11,12]).
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It is known that the incorporation of dopants, during the
melt growth of semiconductors, is not uniform due to segregation processes. These processes are mainly produced by a
convective mass transport. Three-dimensional computations
of a simplified phase change problem in a vertical Bridgman
Configuration heated from below is presented by Bennacer et
al [13]. They showed the advantage of the inverted vertical
Bridgman and its ability to reduce micro-segregation in comparison to the classical vertical Bridgman heated from the top.
The electromagnetic effect has been extensively used to
damp convection in melts of semiconductor during growth.
The convection damping is achieved through the Lorentz force
that is produced by the induced current and the magnetic field
applied. The action of an axial magnetic field on convection
in the melt is to interfere with the radial velocity component.
At large magnetic field strength, the magnitude of the radial
velocity is inversely proportional to the square of the strength
of magnetic field [14]. The axial velocity component is not
affected by the magnetic field except in the coupling through
the incompressibility condition. When the magnetic field is
large enough, an almost axial flow can always be obtained
[15]. One of the goals of this study is to determine the required
magnetic field levels at which the diffusion-controlled growth
can be achieved.

Figure 1. Physical model.

The pulling rate is sufficiently weak so that the system is
constantly in thermodynamic equilibrium and the atomic
phenomena are supposed to have a characteristic time much
higher than those of the crucible displacement. In this case,
the kinetic undercooling is neglected.
The thermo physical properties of the metallic alloy close
to the melting temperature (thermal conductivity, diffusion
coefficient, kinematic viscosity and density) are constant and
isotropic.
The thermosolutal convection in the bath is induced by the
density variation due to the temperature and concentration
gradients. In this case, the Boussinesq approximation is used
to express the density variation.

In this work, we extend previous studies [16-19] to non
dilute multi component systems and to the combined effect of
magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD). One important consideration
for analysis of non-dilute alloys is the need to include the
density variation due to the compositional differences and the
knowledge of the phase diagram. In particular, we focus on
the effects of an axial static magnetic field on the Bridgman
Growth with convective flows induced by both thermal and
solutal buoyancy forces. To this purpose, a complete 2D (axisymmetric) finite volume model for full coupled flow, thermal
and solutal fields has been established. The temperature of the
solid-melt interface is determined from the phase diagram.
The furnace temperature profile is imposed through a heat
transfer boundary condition. The calculations are done in
unsteady state. The problem is solved using a developed code.

Both configurations of the furnace and the melt container
are cylindrical so the numerical study is two-dimensional and
axisymmetric.
The temperature profile imposed on the sidewall of the
furnace is linear. It varies from Thot to Tcold.
We treat the mushy zone as a porous medium.
No pore form.
The solute diffusion in the solid is negligible as supposed
by Sheil [20].
Mathematical model
The primitive variables: velocity, pressure, temperature
and concentration are modelled in cylindrical coordinates as
follows:

2. Physical Model

Continuity equation

We consider an annular cavity disposed vertically and
closed of height H and radius R which contains the concentrated semiconductor alloy. The solvent is considered as
Newtonian and incompressible fluid of kinematic viscosity ν
and thermal diffusivity α. The solute is defined by the partition
coefficient kp and the solutal diffusivity D. Figure 1 shows
the configuration of the studied system.

(1)
Momentum equation in radial direction

We include several physical assumptions to simplify the
global equation system, such as:

(2)

The liquid is considered Newtonian and the flow is laminar.
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The term (I) presents the flow in the mushy zone. In the
problems of metal alloys phase change, the mushy zone is
assimilated as a porous medium of ζ porosity V.R. Voller and
Prakash [21], Heinrich et al [19] According to Darcy's law, A
is derived from the Carman-koseny [22] equation.

The side wall is exposed to a uniform temperature
gradient

(3)

where Lg is the gradient zone length and z is the distance
traveled by the melt in the gradient temperature zone. z can be
expressed in function of the pulling rate V g and the time
z = Vg x t.

(11)

with
(4)
where Fs is the solid fraction. The constant η depends on
the mushy zone morphology. According to Voller and Prakash
[see reference 21] it equals 1.6 x 103. In the same reference,
the constant q introduced to avoid division by zero equals
0.001.

So the temperature profile can be expressed in the following
way:
(12)
At the symmetry axis:

Momentum equation in axial direction

(13)
(5)

Solute equation
According to the mathematical modeling of the solidification problem for the single domain by Timchenko et al [23],
the solute transport is governed by the following equation:

where I presents the electromagnetic force effect.
The boundary conditions for Navier-Stokes equation

(14)

The no-slip condition on velocity at the solid borders of
liquid

with:
(15)

(6)
where fs is the solid fraction defined as follows

At the axis of the cylinder which is taken as a line of
symmetry

(16)
Since the diffusion in the solid is neglected (according to
the Scheil's assumption), in this case Cs does not depend on
the time in the solid part, (∂Cs / ∂t = 0). Moreover, we have
the solute partition between the solid and the liquid at the
interface which results into (Cs = kp Cl) with kp is the segregation coefficient. Therefore, the equation (9) can be partially
derived as follows

(7)
Energy equation

(8)

(17)
where (II) expresses the amount of heat released during the
change phase with:

The first term can be expressed as the solute variation in
the liquid part. The second one defines the solute rejection at

(9)
where ∆H is the latent heat of solidification and f1 is the liquid
fraction.

the mushy zone which moves with velocity

,

see Timchenko et al [23]. Here ∆z is the size of control
volume in the direction of solidification. Substituting the
variation of the total concentration expressed by the equation
(17) in the equation (14) we obtain:

The boundary conditions for energy equation
A no - flux condition is imposed at the top and the bottom
of the cavity
(10)
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(18)

The equation describing the solute distribution during the
limiting case of complete mixing can be derived by performing a mass balance on a 'pill box' across the crystal melt
interface. By equating the solute rejected when a small amount
of solid forms with the resulting solute increased in the liquid
one obtains:
(19)
where the solid concentration, segregation coefficient, initial
solute concentration and fraction solidified are given by Cs,
kp, Co, fs respectively. Many investigators have derived this
equation. Equation (19) is commonly known as Sheil-Gulliver
equation for complete mixing.

Figure 2. Pseudo binary phase diagram for Sn-Pb alloy
system, Fecht [24].

The boundary conditions for solute transport equation

Non -dimensional equations

The cavity walls are impermeable to any mass transfer

The reduced variables are given by the basic reference
variables as follow:

(20)

t* = v t / R2, r* = r /R, z* = z / R, u* = Ru / v, v* = RV / v,
At the axis of the cylinder which is taken as a line of
symmetry

p* = R2 p / ρl v2, T* = (T - Tcold)) / (Thot - Tcold), C* = C / C0
The equations system and the boundary conditions which
govern the problem are written in the following dimensionless
form:

(21)

The initial conditions
At the initial state, in the hot zone, the melt is at rest and
at uniform concentration C0.
At t = 0,

u = v = 0, C = C0,

T = Thot

(22)

Solid fraction calculation
In metallurgical solidification of binary alloy, the function
fs, (T) will depend on the nature of the solute distribution and
the associated change phase’s equilibrium diagram. In the
present work a simple linear form for the local solid fraction
fs, (T) is chosen (see Voller and Prakash [21]):

(23)

where Tl, is the liquid’s temperature at which solid formation
commences and Ts is the solid’s temperature at which full
solidification is achieved.

(24)
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a primitive variables (pressure-velocity) formulation; see
Patankar [25].

TABLE 1. Definition of dimensionless groups and
characteristic values used in calculation

Name

Symbol

Thermal
Rayleigh number

RaT

Prandtl number

Pr

Stefan number

Ste

Buoyancy forces
ratio

N

Schmidt number

Sc

Hartman number

Ha

Definition

The principle of this method is based in integrating the
equation considered on the control volume and to evaluate the
various variables not located on the calculation grid by
adequate interpolations. This fundamental property will allow
the description of the conservation properties of local and
total flows and fluxes. In order to optimize the computing
time, we choose the line by line algorithm in coupling with
the correction per blocks method. The algorithm SIMPLER is
selected to deal with pressure - velocity coupling. A power
law model is adopted to fit with the interpolation of diffusive
and convective terms.

Value

g ρCp βT ∆T R3 / λ v -6.3 x 104
0.01

µcp / λ
11.9
Cp∆T / ∆H
-1.6

βs C0 / βT ∆T
43.1
v/D

0-200

The enthalpy-porosity formulation for problems involving
phase change was successfully used for directional solidification in unsteady state. Most calculations in the present
work use the grid of Nr = 30 and Nz = 90 and the time step of
δt = 0.1 according to a discretisation dependency study.

where B0 the magnetic induction is vector in Tesla and δ is the
electrical conductivity in Am/V.
The no slip boundary condition on velocity is applied:

4. Results and discussion

u* = v* = 0

We present our results for an annular cavity of aspect ratio
H/R equals 3. In our numerical simulations, the melt is initially
at liquid state defined by a Prandtl number equal to 0.01. The
rejected solute at the liquid-mushy zone interface is defined
by a Schmidt number of Sc = 43.11 and by segregation coefficient kp = 0.0656. For well follow the vertical solidification
evolution and the process of the partition of solute in the
mushy zone, these simulations were carried out with the
constant value of
.

(25)

A no - flux condition is imposed at the top and the bottom
of the cavity while the side wall is exposed to a uniform
temperature gradient:
(26)

27)
TABLE 2. The parameters used in the present work
The physical parameters were compiled from Ferrera et al [26].

The cavity walls are impermeable to any mass transfer

Description

(28)

(29)
The axis of the cylinder is taken as line of symmetry for
all field variables
(30)

3. Numerical procedure
The obtained coupled equations system includes, in one
domain approach, the convection in the liquid part and mushy
zone, as well as the diffusion in the solid part and the solute
distribution between the three phases (liquid, mushy zone and
solid). This system is solved with finite volume method using
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Symbol

Value

Crystal radius (m)

R

12 x 10-3

Crystal length (m)

H

36 x 10-3

Hot temperature (°C)

Thot

250

Cold temperature (°C)

Tcold

150

Initial concentration

C0

4

Pulling rate (m/s)

Vg

0.2 x 10-6

Gradient temperature
length (m)

Lg

138 x 10-3
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t* = 5

TABLE 3. Thermo physical properties of the Sn-Pb alloys

Quantity

Symbol

Value

density (kg/m3)

ρ

7.165 x 10-3

Dynamic viscosity ( Ns/m-2)

µ

1.39 x 10-3

Thermal conductivity (W/0C m)

λ

32.9

Specific heat (J/ °C.Kg)

cp

253.6

Thermal expansion coefficient of (C-1)

βT

-8.75 x 10-5

Solutal expansion coefficient

βS

5.25 x 10-3

Solute diffusivity (m2/s)

D

4.5 x 10-9

Partition coefficient

kp

0.0656

∆H

59.157 x 10-3

Latent heat (J/kg)

∆ψ = 10-2
ψmin = -9.0
ψmax = 22.7

∆FS = 10-3
FS min = 0
FS max = 0.12

∆Cl min = 10-5
Cl min = 0.96
Cl max = 0.97

t* = 20

A sequence of simulations was performed to demonstrate
the combined effects of convection, segregation and the role
of the electromagnetic effect on the crystal growth of Sn-Pb
alloys. Calculations in unsteady state at RaT = 6.3 x 104 with
varying electromagnetic levels were performed by changing
the Hartmann number and keeping the Stefan number and
Buoyancy forces ratio constant.
The calculations simulate crystal growth of Sn-Pb in a
prototypical vertical Bridgman system similar to the one used
by Stelian and Duffar [27]. Geometrical parameters and thermo
physical properties of the furnace and the semiconductor alloy
are listed in the Tables 2 and 3.

∆ψ = 10-3
ψmin = -2.1
ψmax = 22.7

A. Flow structure, solid fraction and solute field without
electromagnetic field effect (Ha=0)

FS min = 0

Cl

min

= 0.18

FS max = 0.42

Cl

max

= 0.22

t* = 70

t* = 0.1

∆ψ = 10-2

FS min = 0

Cl

min

=1

ψmin = -24.7

FS max = 0

Cl

max

=1

∆ψ = 10-3
ψmin = -0.01
ψmax = 0.05

∆FS = 10-2
FS min = 0.3
FS max = 1

∆Cl = 10-17
Cl min = 8.1 x 10-14
Cl max = 1.2 x 10-13

Figure 3. Fluid flow, solid fraction and concentration solute fields
without electromagnetic field effect for Ha = 0.

ψmax = 22.7
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Sample flow structure, solid fraction and solute concentration field for calculation without electromagnetic effect are
shown in Figure 3. The stream function Ψ represents the flow
in the melt and Cl the liquid solute concentration which is defined by FS = 0. The mushy zone is represented by
and FS = 1 is used for the solid region.

t* = 5

At t* = 0.1, before growth, an axisymmetric multi-cellular
flow appears. This obtained symmetry is the result of the
temperature profile imposed to the melt during its uniform
moving inside the furnace.
At t* = 5, the crystal growth begins and a diffusion layer
develops ahead of the interface liquid-mushy zone region. In
the mushy zone, the solute distribution is so strong and the iso
concentrations are more distorted and discarded. In this case,
at liquid - mushy zone interface, the convection is well
pronounced.

∆ψ = 10-2
ψmin = -7.4
ψmax = 9.3

At t* = 20, the mushy zone has been evolved to FS = 0.76.
This development in solidification process resulted the
narrowing of the positive flow (in continuous line) and
extending the negative one (in dashed line). The values of the
stream function show that the negative flow is lower than the
positive one. So, the solute rejected at the interface (liquid mushy zone) becomes low.

∆FS = 10-3
FS min = 0
FS max = 0.12

∆Cl min = 10-5
Cl min = 0.97
Cl max = 0.98

t* = 20

For t* = 70, the liquid region (FS = 0) disappeared and the
solid region (FS = 1) appeared. Therefore, the convection is
negligible and the solute rejected at the mushy zone-solid
front becomes very low.
B. Flow structure, solid fraction and solute field under
electromagnetic field effect

∆ψ = 10-2
ψmin = -0.66
ψmax = 9.3

t* = 0.1

FS min = 0

Cl

min

= 0.13

FS max = 0.42

Cl

max

= 0.16

t* = 70

∆ψ = 10-2

FS min = 0

Cl

min

=1

ψmin = -10

FS max = 0

Cl

max

=1

∆ψ = 10-4
ψmin = -8 x 10-3
ψmax = 3 x 10-2

ψmax = 9.3

∆FS = 10-2
FS min = 0.3
FS max = 1

∆Cl = 10-17
Cl min = 8.1 x 10-14
Cl max = 1.2 x 10-13

Figure 4. Fluid flow, solid fraction and concentration solute
fields under electromagnetic field effect for Ha = 50.
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t* = 70

t* = 0.1

∆ψ = 10-2

FS min = 0

Cl

min

=1

∆ψ = 10-4

∆FS = 10-2

∆Cl = 10-18

ψmin = -4.1

FS max = 0

Cl

max

=1

ψmin = -8 x 10-3

FS min = 0.3

Cl min = 4.2 x 10-15

ψmax = 1.2 x 10-2

FS max = 1

Cl max = 7.4 x 10-15

ψmax = 3.4

Figure 5. Fluid flow, solid fraction and concentration solute fields
under electromagnetic field effect for Ha = 100.

t* = 5

∆ψ = 10-2
ψmin = -2.7
ψmax = 3.4

∆FS = 10-3
FS min = 0
FS max = 0.12

t* = 0.1

∆Cl min = 10-5
Cl min = 0.96
Cl max = 0.97

∆ψ = 10-2

FS min = 0

Cl

min

=1

ψmin = -2.1

FS max = 0

Cl

max

=1

ψmax = 1.8
t* = 5

t* = 20

∆ψ = 10-2
ψmin = -0.21
ψmax = 3.6

FS min = 0

Cl

min

= 0.06

FS max = 0.42

Cl

max

= 0.08

∆ψ = 10-2
ψmin = -1.3
ψmax = 1.8
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t* = 20

∆ψ = 10-3
ψmin = -0.1
ψmax = 1.8

t* = 5

FS min = 0

Cl

min

= 0.05

FS max = 0.42

Cl

max

= 0.08

∆ψ = 10-3
ψmin = -0.7
ψmax = 1.5

∆FS = 10-2
FS min = 0.3
FS max = 1

∆Cl

FS min = 0

Cl

min

= 0.94

FS max = 0.12

Cl

max

= 0.97

min

= 10-5

t* = 20

t* = 70

∆ψ = 10-5
ψmin = -2 x 10-3
ψmax = 7 x 10-3

∆FS = 10-3

∆ψ = 10-3
ψmin = -0.07
ψmax = 1.05

∆Cl = 10-18
Cl min = 6 x 10-16
Cl max = 1 x 10-15

FS min = 0

Cl

min

= 0.04

FS max = 0.42

Cl

max

= 0.06

t* = 70

Figure 6. Fluid flow, solid fraction and concentration solute fields
under electromagnetic field effect for Ha = 150.

t* = 0.1

∆ψ = 10-3
ψmin = -1.2
ψmax = 1.0

FS min = 0

Cl

min

=1

FS max = 0

Cl

max

=1

∆ψ = 10-5
ψmin = -2 x 10-3
ψmax = 7 x 10-3

∆FS = 10-3
FS min = 0
FS max = 0.12

∆Cl = 10-18
Cl min = 4 x 10-16
Cl max = 7 x 10-16

Figure 7. Fluid flow, solid fraction and concentration solute fields
under electromagnetic field effect for Ha = 200.
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Mushy zone velocity

The Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7 illustrate the effect of the
Hartmann number Ha on the stream function values and the
solute concentration contours morphology. The damping of
the convection in the melt before growth (at t* = 0.1) has a
great influence on the flow structure. It transforms the
axisymmetric multi cellular flow into an axisymmetric bicellular one and the streamlines becomes very tight near the
horizontal walls. During growth, the magnetic field effect is
located on the solute concentration contours and the stream
function values. The solid fraction is not influenced by the
electromagnetic effect. It is noticed that as well as Ha increases,
the flow becomes weaker and the solute concentration field
approaches towards a good stratification where the isoconcentrations develop into parallel lines (see Figure 7). For t* = 70,
at the end of the growth, the convection in the melt and the
mushy zone is very weak. So the magnetic field has not a great
effect on the melt flow and solute distribution. Therefore the
electromagnetic field effect can be neglected for t* ≥ 70.

Figure 9. Mushy zone velocity for

The Figure 9 illustrates the behaviour of a few points
moving during growth. When the movement of the melt is
down, the last points of the computational domain are the first
to move. It is noticed that all point velocities started from zero
and ended at zero. This means that each point, at some time,
undergoes an abrupt movement and then suddenly the velocity
drops to zero. For
, the pulling rate equal
to 4.1x10-6 m/s and the mushy zone velocity almost equals
7.2x10-8 m/s. In this case, the total time of one point solidification is t* = 6 (see Figure 9) and the shape of the curves is
not the same for all points. Therefore, the solidification of the
metallic alloy is not uniform. This non-uniformity has a direct
impact on the destabilization of the obtained crystal
homogeneity. Moreover, for 4.1x10-6 m/s the solidification
phenomenon is so quick which hide the transition time of the
process.

C. Radial segregation
The evolution of ∆C as function of the solid fraction
soldified is shown in Figure 8. The radial segregation rises
from zero initially to over 0.15. Increasing the intensity of the
magnetic field effect by increasing the Hartmann number Ha,
this has a strong effect on ∆C. The radial non-uniformity of the
concentration field is described by the radial segregation formula:

δC = (Cmax - Cmin)/Cav

δC

Mushy zone velocity

Where Cmax, Cmin and Cav are, respectively, the maximum,
minimum and radially average interfacial concentration

Figure 8. Comparison of radial segregation obtained
without and under magnetic field effect at t* = 40.

Figure 10. Mushy zone velocity for

D. Mushy zone velocity

In figure 10, the shape of the velocities curves is the same
for
, this value corresponds to a pulling rate
equals 8.3 x 10-7 m/s. A transition period is noticed in early
growth. This destabilization is not observed at high pulling
rate. After, the steady state is reached and all velocities converge towards the same value. Accordingly, the solidification is
homogeneous and good crystal quality is assured and obtained.

To simulate the mushy zone velocity depending on the
pulling rate, the gradient zone length is kept constant and
varies from 10-2 to 2 x 10-3. The mushy zone
velocity is defined by
(see V. Timchenko et al
[22]). The calculations are done for a few point from the
computational domain; z* = 0.5, z* = 1, z* = 2 and for z* = 2.5.
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Conclusions
Thermosolutal convection during the crystal growth of a nondilute alloy, such as Sn-Pb, is governed by the interactions
of buoyancy forces determined from the dependence of the melt density on temperature and concentration, the design of the
furnace and the operating condition for growth. Interactions of these variables can lead to complex behavior of the flow field
and solute segregation. The Pb solute distribution function is incorporated via a flow velocity vector and a source term that
accounts for the solute partition in the mushy zone, which allows valid computations of solute transport controlled by both
convection and diffusion during phase transition. Based on the Sn-Pb calculated solid fraction field, the evolution of the
mushy zone can be determined.
The temperature profile imposed to the sample creates symmetrical multi-cellular fluid flow before the growth process.
During solidification, the convection has a strong effect on solute distribution at liquid-mushy zone front. Therefore, compositional heterogeneities are produced. The damping of convection in the liquid is done via an electromagnetic field effect. Our
calculations revealed that almost diffusion -controlled solute segregation results when the electromagnetic field effect increases.
The study of the mushy zone velocity depending on the pulling rate allowed seeing the behaviour and comparing the
solidification velocity of some point of the computational domain during growth. The obtained results demonstrate that at
low pulling rates, all the points' velocities are equal.
The numerical simulation show that the crystals obtained at low pulling rates are more homogenous than the alloys solidified
at fast pulling rates and to improve the quality of the produced crystals, an electromagnetic effect is necessary to reduce the
convection in the bath and to stratify the solute distribution at the liquid -mushy zone front when the convection is well
pronounced.
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Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan),
South (e.g. in Morocco), and
North (e.g. in Siberia). In addition there is the solar resource on N Africa and the
Middle East, and there are plans for exploitation it, using
Concentrating Solar Power technology. Power from all of
these sources could also be fed into the supergrid. The paper
explores the technological and geographical options and their
political and strategic implications.

he development of a panEU HVDC supergrid network could help reduce the
grid balancing problems
created by the local variability of some renewable sources, by
widening the geographical footprint, thus allowing a range of
renewable sources across a wide area to be used. In addition
to the large resources within the EU, including the major north
sea offshore wind resource, there is a significant potential for
renewable energy generation in areas on or near the periphery
of the EU, and also beyond, such as wind in the East (e.g. in

Keywords: Supergrid, intermittency, windpower, Concentrating
Solar Power.

resource is very large, perhaps 150GW in the North sea. A
recent EWEA report suggested that the EU could get 17% of
its electricity form this area by 2030 (2).

1. Introduction
A recent study by Dr Gregor Czisch, from the University of
Kassel in Germany, has suggested that the EU should develop
a High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) super transmission grid
across Europe, which would make it possible to distribute and
share wind derived power from wind farms in windy areas,
this, along with hydro and some solar and biomass inputs,
helping to provide a stable supply system (1).

However there are also other options. The supergrid could
also link into the large hydro resource in Norway, which could
help balance variations in wind availability. There could also
be links to the large geothermal resources in Iceland. In the
longer term there is also the wave and tidal current flow
resource in the North Sea.

There is over 65GW of on-land wind generation capacity
already in place in the EU, and a major potential for expansion
in and around the EU, including in several of the new EU
countries (Bulgaria, Romania and Poland in particular) as well
as in some countries which may yet join the EU (e.g. Turkey
and the Ukraine).

In addition, the supergrid could link into the very large
solar resource available in desert areas of North Africa and
the Middle East, harvested using large focused-solar power
plants. Several Concentrating Solar Power (CSP) plants have
already been built in Spain and the USA, and projects are
underway or planned in Egypt, Morocco, Algeria, Jordan and
elsewhere. They will deliver some of the power locally, but
they will have some available for export, with, in some cases,
undersea grid links being developed across the Mediterranean.
Molten salt heat stores can be used to allow for continued
power generation over night, and solar heat can be used for
desalination of sea-water, some of which can be used for
cooling the CSP power units (3).

With HVDC, energy transmission losses are very low,
even over very long distances (2-3% over 1000 km), so, with
suitable extensions, the supergrid could also link to remote but
even windier regions well beyond the EU, including Kazakhstan, which Czisch estimates has a wind potential of 210
Giga Watts (GW) and Northern Russia and Western Siberia
(350GW). Czisch also looked at the wind potential in Mauritania, which he put at 105 GW, and Southern Morocco, which
he quoted as 120 GW.

The availability of large renewable resources on the periphery of the EU, coupled with the large renewable resources
within the EU, offers the hope that we can move beyond the
current energy problems related to diminishing fossil fuel

On land wind is the cheapest of the major new renewables
at present, but while offshore wind is more expensive, the
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CSP is also developing rapidly globally. A SolarPACES/
ESTELA/Greenpeace review in 2009 noted that, by the end
of 2008, around 560MW of CSP was in operation globally,
984MW in construction and 7,463MW planned.

reserves and on to a sustainable energy future. Moreover, the
wider geographical footprint and range of renewable energy
source inputs offered by the use of a supergrid system could
ensure that the local variability of some renewable energy
sources could be better balanced. For example, the 'Trade
Wind' study led by the European Wind Energy Association
suggested that aggregating wind energy production from
multiple countries using supergrid links strongly increases the
'capacity credit' of wind i.e. the availability of wind energy to
meet demand. The wider the countries are geographically
distributed, the higher the resulting capacity credit (4).

It claimed that, on the basis of moderate assumptions for
future market development, 'the world would have a combined
solar power capacity of over 830 GW by 2050, with annual
deployments of 41GW. This would represent 3.0 to 3.6% of
global demand in 2030 and 8.5 to 11.8% in 2050'. Moreover
'under an advanced industry development scenario, with high
levels of energy efficiency, CSP could meet up to 7% of the
world's projected power needs in 2030 and a full quarter by
2050' (10). Much of this could be in desert areas in North
Africa and the Middle East.

A similar conclusion on the merits of cross boarder interconnections was reached in a wider study by Greenpeace/
EREC, looking at the integration of inputs from the full range
of renewables, including solar CSP (5).

The UAE's ambitious Masdar initiative in Abu Dhabi is
supporting CSP. And a German 'Desertec' consortium has proposed a major 400bn grid-linked CSP programme in North
Africa, involving Deutsche Bank, Munich Re, Siemens, RWE
and E.ON.

2. The prospects for supergrids
There are several supergrid projects underway, with one focus
being on new North Sea grids linking to offshore wind farms.
The European Commission has indicated that a pan -EU
supergrid ought to have a high priority to help ensure energy
security long term, and to help balance the variable local
availability of some renewable sources.

That will take time, but more immediately, there are plans
a 3,000km under-sea power link from the Algerian town of
Adrar, via the island of Sardinia, to mainland Italy, across
Switzerland and then to the German city of Aachen, linked to
a 150MW hybrid solar-gas CSP plant at Hassi R'Mel in central
M'Zab province, with expansion subsequently expected to
500MW.

The Euro Commission's Second Strategic Energy Review
in 2008 included proposals for supporting schemes to encourage international co-operation, starting in the North Sea, and
to push transmission organisations and energy regulators to
enable offshore grid developments.

In July 2009, a Mediterranean Union (U Med) was formally
endorsed, promoting regional cooperation between the EU and
developing nations bordering the Mediterranean, including
North Africa. U Med’s Solar Plan aims to have in place up to
20GW of grid-linked CSP, wind and PV solar in North Africa
and the Middle East by 2020, with cross-Mediterranean grid
links being established.(12)

In Feb 2009 the Commission published more detailed
plans with proposals, within the new 5bn euro EU Economic
Recovery Plan, for funding for the supergrid- 150m euros
(£139m) for work to help integrate more offshore wind
energy through a North Sea grid between the UK, the Netherlands, Germany, Ireland and Denmark.

As indicated above, PV is being seen as another emerging
option for desert areas, in particular concentrated photovoltaic
solar (CPV), with solar focusing helping to com-pensate for
the current relatively high cost of PV cells- since mirrors are
cheaper than PV cells (11).

It also earmarked 1.75 bn euros (£1.62 bn) for work on gas
and electricity networks, including 100 m euros (£93 m) for a
link between the Ireland and Wales to help renewables generators in Ireland access the UK energy market.(6)
Industrial interest has emerged. Airtricity had already
made proposals for a 10GW offshore wind farm grid network
in the North Sea, as a first step (7). Mainstream Renewables
has made similar proposals (8)

Overall, some real progress is being made with supergrid
systems around the EU and the Mediterranean area. More
projects are likely to follow, possibly using the Kyoto Joint
Implementation and Clean Development Mechanism, with
some of this energy being exported to the EU, for example
under the EU's new Guarantee of Origin trading/offset system.

In Feb 2009, Norwegian transmission company Imera
Power announced plans to build undersea grids in both the
Atlantic and the North Sea, which it said could become the
"foundation" for a EuropaGrid network. Imera has already
received approval from European competition authorities for
two transmission links between Wales and Ireland, and it is
also working on new links between the UK and France and
Belgium, which it said would form the starting point for the
EuropaGrid (9).

3. Problems and options
Clearly the supergrid would take a major effort politically,
not least in terms of getting way-leave across national boundaries and negotiating power management and system control
arrangements. It would also open up some new geopolitical
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issues. The EU would still be partly reliant on imported energy,
but fair trade arrangements could be negotiated to avoid
exploitation and reduce the risk of being cut off.

It is also noted that the supergrid just deals with electricity, whereas heat and transport are also important. Some
electricity could of course power plug in battery-electric cars,
as well as electric trains and trams, and also be used in heat
pumps. But there is also a range of direct renewable heat
supply options, including domestic solar collectors, biomass
CHP, and biogas from Anaerobic Digestion of wastes, which
can be run in parallel. Once again, the two approaches are not
mutually exclusive.

There is the risk that a supergrid programme, utilizing
energy from remote sources, might provide EU countries with
an excuse for not dealing with their emission problems and
developing their own renewable sources.
But the imports would only meet part of the EU's requirement for electricity, the bulk would still come from local/
national renewable sources, backed up in the interim with gas
and coal (with CCS). In practice the two areas, imports and
national/local generation, could be expanded in parallel,
reinforcing each other.

So as it all develops together, we could move to a mixed
system, with local heat supplies and local, regional and continental electricity supplies, linked in at various levels, and with
the supergrid being developed piecemeal, as suitable supplies
became available.

It is sometimes argued that it is foolish to transmit solar
and wind derived electricity thousands of miles when these
sources are available everywhere to some extent, but it is also
the case that it makes sense to collect them where they are most
intense. And these two approaches are not mutually exclusive.

Given that wind power is the cheapest at present, that is
likely to be the first, along possibly with hydro, to feed into
the supergrid. But CSP could catch up, followed perhaps by
CPV. So it could be an evolving system.

Conclusions
There is a significant potential for renewable energy generation in areas on or near the periphery of the EU, and also
beyond, such as wind in the East (e.g. in Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan), South (e.g. in Morocco), and North (e.g..in Siberia).
In addition there is the solar resource on North Africa and the Middle East.
The main problem facing the supergird idea is politics- for example getting agreement for cross-national grid links. It has
certainly sometimes proven hard to get agreement about new grid lines in parts of the EU. For example, parts of the new
interconnector between the French and Spanish grids across the eastern Pyrenees, have had to be run underground at very
large extra cost, due to environmental objections. However, it is sometimes argued that HVDC grids can carry more power
and so may have less impacts than conventional AC grids. It has been suggested that some existing grid lines could be
replaced and that only about a 15% expansion in new grid lines would be needed. Moreover, although expensive, it is easier
to have underground installation with DC than AC, with the lower HVDC transmission losses basically meaning less heat
loss to be dissipated (13)
Clearly there would have to be fair trade arrangements to avoid exploitation, and also protection for the EU against being
cut off. But with a dedicated grid system linked to the EU, unlike with oil, which can be stored and shipped elsewhere, it is
hard to see how there would be much opportunity for supply blackmail or major price speculation. Moreover, the EU would
also presumably be trading in excess wind and hydro-power from the north, so it could be a two way, hopefully co-operative,
arrangement.
There will of course be a need for negotiation over prices. That has already been an issue in relation to the export of excess
power from Danish wind projects and the import, during low wind periods, of hydro power from Sweden and Norway (14).
It is vital to capture the advantage of being able to balance variable renewable supplies across wide areas, and conventional
competitive market trading may not reflect this.
One way to avoid price conflicts might be to develop an EU-based Cross-Feed Tariff, possibly also providing extra
support for a suppliers able to offer stored renewable power.
If a fair balance can be achieved the prize could be a new geopolitics- no longer would Middle East oil or Russian gas
dominate EU energy policy. Instead some of the relatively poor countries on or near the periphery of the EU could benefit.
There are of course political issues flowing from the fact that one part of the ECs enthusiasm for such a system is because
it could help enhance competition in a pan-EU energy market. The problem is that this might undermine some of the regional
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market control enjoyed by the current main energy players. Some of the large utility companies and some countries do seem
less than enthusiastic about the single energy market, and also the supergrid. An additional issue might be that the EC and
national governments may well look to the large energy companies for at least some of the funding for such a programme,
something that the companies may wish to avoid.
This paper has focused on projects in and near the EU, but clearly the concepts have wider implications. It is interesting
for example to see that the USA has plans for new grid systems to link up with renewables, with talk of an 'Interstate Transmission Super Highway' (15).
With large inputs from wind, CSP and from other renewables linked in, we could see a move to major supergrids around
the world, fed and balanced by a range of sources from a range locations. If we are to respond effectively to climate change
and improve energy security, this looks like at least part of way ahead.
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1. Introduction

valuable synergy, the HCPV Qualification Center of INER at
Kaohsiung Science Park was starting to operate in May 2009.
This center is also set up for enhancing multi-junction solar
cell epitaxy technologies, sharing knowledge and expertise,
and for expediting the module qualification service.

The statute for Taiwan's renewable energy development
containing 23 articles was promulgated on July 8, 2009, in
expectation of effectively bringing out the demands on solar
market, and driving a new era in renewable energy of Taiwan.
INER has been developing HCPV technologies of, such as
solar cell, concentration module, tracker, and central control
system, etc. since 2003. Establishments of HCPV system in
past three years include 100 kW HCPV system in Oct. 2007,
a demonstration system with three sets of 1.5 kW, 5 kW, and
7.5kW HCPV system at the HCPV Qualification Center of
INER in May 2009, and one MW HCPV demonstration power
plant (shown as Figure 1), which covers an installation area
of 2 hectares, at Lujhu in December 2009, anticipating generating over 1 million kWh per year, reducing carbon dioxide
emissions approximately of 660 tons annually. It is a milestone
for Taiwan's government to put the policy of energy saving and
carbon reduction into practice. For assisting the Kaohsiung
Science Park, inviting related companies to join HCPV business, forming a CPV industrial cluster, and achieving the most

Figure 1. One MW HCPV Demo System at Lujhu,
Taiwan
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strategy has been achieved for the one MW demonstration
system, eluding either sophisticated installation, or weather
influences, or intermittent recalibration. The strategy is a combination of an open loop tracking, based on sun ephemeris,
and close loop tracking, using a sun position sensor with a
dynamic feedback controller. The hybrid tracking controller
is in which strategy depends on the illumination of sunlight,
detected by the sun position sensor; bright enough, the close
loop strategy will dominate the tracking. Otherwise, the open
loop strategy will take over [4]. However, to have a precise
tracking, imprecision caused by tracking precision and weather
should be compensated [5].

2. One MW HCPV Demonstration System
The opening ceremony of one MW HCPV demo system
was held at Lujhu on Dec. 22, 2009. Industrial tycoons of
CPV sector and guests from all walks of life were gathered to
celebrate INER setting up the largest HCPV power plant in
Asia, second to the one in Spain. In terms of HCPV techs,
INER has kept pace with international, and led Taiwan to a
new era of photovoltaic industry.
Current unbalance of three-phase distribution systems
induced by grid-connection of many distributed single-phase
solar generators was solved by an algorithm making threephase current unbalance rate lower than 5 percent [1]. As to the
electrical power system engineering, it includes installation of
power transmission system, switch yard, lightning protection
system, and on-grid enabled equipment. Generated power is
boosted to 11.4 kV to connect to on-grid of Taiwan Power Corp.

Advanced Central Monitoring and Control System
The Structure of Advanced Central Monitoring and Control
System (ACCS) is shown as Figure 2. To cut down the cost
of establishment, the ring topology takes the place of the star
network within each region. To maintain a snap monitor, multithreading and advanced networking technologies are utilized.
Monitoring function applies to the web to provide data for
management purposes. Various colors of the solar tracker icon
on screen symbolize different states, i.e., communication or
generated power in normal or abnormal, etc. Monitoring
function also demonstrates the information of DC/AC output
power, system efficiency, DNI and so on. Functions of ACCS
can be divided into the following parts: (1) to extract azimuth
or elevation value for the offset adjustment during maintenance; (2) to compare the azimuth or elevation value of each
solar tracker with solar trajectory information to move solar
trackers to the predetermined position if needed; (3) to force
the solar tracker elevation to horizontal position if wind speed
is greater than the predetermined value; (4) to identify abnormal
conditions whenever DNI is greater than the predetermined
value but no power generated.

To demonstrate the performance of different sources of
cells and various processed modules, one MW HCPV system
is categorized into 5 regions. Four regions (A-D) are composed
of 120 sets of 7.5 kW pillar-stand subsystems. The fifth region
(E) consists of 21 sets of 5 kW pillar-stand subsystems. Average cell conversion efficiency is above 35%, and module
efficiency is 25% in average, surpassing the average module
efficiency 23% with a geometrical concentration ratio of 476x
under 850 W/m2 and passive cooling conditions for INER's
100 kW HCPV system [2]. Subsystem efficiency is about 21%
in maximum. Site features of one MW HCPV system are
shown as in Table 1; Debut performance leaves something to
be desired; however, the field ground is still dusty and pollution
may drop the efficiency about 2% [3]. This situation will be
solved by growing grass in May this year.
TABLE 1. Site Features of One MW HCPV System

Item
7.5 kW HCPV Subsystem
5 kW HCPV Subsystem
Cell No.
Cell Conversion Efficiency
Modules No.
Module Efficiency
Inverter
Subsystem Efficiency

Description
120
21
321600
35% in average
8040
25% in average
201
21% in max

Tracking Strategy
Figure 2. Structure of ACCS

Comparing with the conventional PV system, solar trackers
used in HCPV system need more accurate in order to guide
sunlight onto the cell surface, through the secondary collimator.
Generated power will be dramatically decreased if the HCPV
tracker goes off the axis of the sun. To have a maximum power
and reduce unnecessary power consumption, a robust tracking

The meteorology station located at the HCPV demonstration
power plant can manifest the prompt information of the DNI.
The environmental information acquired from the pyranometer,
pyrheliometer, UV irradiation meter, anemometer, thermometer
and hygrometer, etc., was sent to ACCS, providing automatic
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tracking strategy to avoid the damage from high wind speed.
The information of power generation and meteorology is
collected by terminal server to analyze and calculate every
parameter [6].

TABLE 2. Taiwan HCPV Industrial Current Status

Group

3. Project Goals

Upper-

Down-stream

INER, *VPEC, *AOC, *EPISTAR, *WIN,

III-V

NTU NTHU,

Solar Cell

NCTU,CYCU, CSIST Solapoint, TRANSCOM,
DYU

In 2009, with the short-circuit current ratio of 133, the
energy conversion efficiency of InGaP/GaAs/Ge tandem solar
cell under concentration reaches 37.1%. Meanwhile, INER
has captured HCPV technologies needed for solar module,
tracker, and monitoring and control system. Concentrating
lenses taking the mold-injection process is in place for the
advantage of low manufacturing cost and throughput in terms
of the mass production [7]. The uppermost record of module
efficiency under 476 geometric concentration ratios is 27.1%
[8]. The tracking accuracy is improved to 0.2 degree, and
multi-thread programming is used for data fetching and commands distributing in order to expedite the processing and
enhance the management efficiency. Establishing the MW
grade HCPV demonstration system, promoting the performance, industrializing relevant tech of HCPV, and cutting
down cost of production are the essential goals. However,
integrating the technologies of upper-, mid-, and down-stream,
expediting systematic installation process, collaborating with
corporations to make HCPV commodified, popularized are
the additional commissions.

Mid-

CPV Module NTU, NTHU,

ITRI

M-com, CompSolar

INER *DELTA, *BROWAVE,

NCTU, NCU,

*EVERPHOTON, HOKUANG,

CYCU

ArimaEco, RODAN, *CMS, Higher Way

Solar Tracker NCKU, NCU,

INER *DELTA, *GREEN SOURCE, *LIH

NDHU, TNU,

KANG, *Mirle, *Spirox,

NYU

EVERPHOTON, ArimaEco,
TRANERGY

HCPV System WFIT, VNU,
CGU

INER DELTA, EVERPHOTON, Spirox, AREi,
ArimaEco, TRANERGY

Remark: *stands for the company providing product to INER, or receiving technology transfer, or technical service from INER

5. Comparison Test on Module
Besides establishing the test capacity for IEC 62108,
INER's module qualification lab has the outdoor comparison
test (effective exposure area: 0.576 m2) on CPV module with
Fraunhofer ISE and UL San Jose laboratory, in 2008 and 2009
respectively. The slightly different results are less than 1%,
within the tolerance caused by the different climatic
environment. In Germany, the module efficiency is 21.4%,
while the maximum DNI is 830 W/m2, and in the U.S.A., it is
22.4% at 920 W/m2, while is 21.9% at 850 W/m2 in Taiwan,
showing the test capability and credibility of INER matches
with international labs'. And test modules are referred as
samples for the subsequent CPV module test.

4. HCPV Industrial Status in Taiwan
Some solar cells used in one MW HCPV demo system are
foreign products, and the rest of them are from domestic. Up
to 2009, there are 22 vendors in total involved in HCPV
industry, which can be categorized into four groups [9] (some
are versatile, shown as Table 2), eight in cell, eight in module,
eight in tracker, and six in system integration.

Conclusions
During the establishment of MW grade HCPV system, several complex situations are occurred, such as land acquisition,
approval of enterprise plan and developing plan, removal of trees, reimbursement for the tenant, enforcement of evacuation
of illegal inhabitants, change in category of land, and separation of the land ownership, etc. With helps from local government,
all the difficulties were conquered item by item, allowing works of installation and test are fulfilled within three months. The
application process takes time but is reasonable if it compares with the world-wide approval processing time, ranging from
the fastest one month to the slowest 15 months. Experiences learned: well-prepared documents, professional officials, right
contactors, and cooperation can expedite the approval process greatly.
To fortify local HCPV related industries in the field of epitaxy, solar cell, concentration module, solar tracker, power
system, module qualification, and central monitoring and control, etc., INER has applied for patents since 2005, either in
invention or in utility, and 32 patents are granted, 93 invents are undertaken the patent application procedures. In addition, nine
items of technology transfer and authorization have been completed, and 11 cases of technical service had been provided.
Moreover, INER is aggressively pushing HCPV industrialized, and roots relevant tech locally by helping domestic vendors
promote their skills and cultivate their capabilities. Besides, INER has set off establishing the HCPV module qualification,
incubation and promotion of HCPV technologies to have the HCPV system extended its application, and forming an HCPV
circle in the southern part of Taiwan. The major efforts recently are centered on two topics; one is increasing the magnification
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of the lens, and the other is enhancing the accuracy of the tracker. For the former one, a new style of 900x concentration
photovoltaic module is manufactured with the technologies of high performance lens, vacuum welding, and the energy
conversion efficiency reached 26.6% under outdoor test with 795 W/m2 DNI. For the latter, the tracker is designed by adapting
digital signal technology to filter the false signal from solar position sensor, making the tracking accuracy improved.
By the tech transfer, patent deployment, and establishment of the demo system, not only would the HCPV tech have been
industrialized, but expertise also has been spurred; in addition, energy conservation and carbon reduction policy fulfilled,
working opportunities created, practical skills via training conveyed, and tourism flourished. To keep track of Taiwan
governmental policy of “Green Energy Industry Program,” in the future INER will work with HCPV industries side by side
to push forward the mass production progress, get more synergy at industrialization, and stride into international solar market,
which is recovering from 2008-09 recession and getting its second wind due to new technologies, falling price for solar
materials, and raised solar feed-in tariffs, even though the German government is expected to cut feed-in tariffs for PV solar
panels by 16 percent from July this year; but general speaking, demands for solar PV across Japan, China, and the US are
expected to rise in 2010 so to speak.
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1. Introduction

2. The Packed Bed Rock-Air:

Energy is very important in our lives; the consumption of
fossil fuel has largely increased recently, so researchers start
thinking of finding new sources. Renewable energy like
(solar - wind - …) start to be taken as an important energy and
nowadays researchers are exerting huge efforts to invest in the
sources of renewable energy effectively. But there are some
time constrain due to the availability of the Sun that needs to
be taken into consideration. Another factor that needs to be
considered is the use of renewable energy when there is no
agreement between the time of consumption and that of generating. Therefore, energy has to be stored.

The packed bed rock-air is used for thermal storage. The
objective of this research is to predict and estimate the behavior
of thermal energy in packed bed. For this purpose, some
necessary assumptions were made.

in

out

There are several types of storing energy, but this research
deals with thermal storage. The thermal storage can be divided
into sensible, latent and chemical technologies. The Rock
Storage is particularly chosen for this research.
Several researchers have studied the packed bed rock - air.
To name a few: Prof. Dr. Ibrahim Sezai [1] explained some
methods of thermal storage, and one of them was packed bed
rock - air. Also, Turkish researchers [2] were interested in using
packed bed rock - air and took the packed bed especially for
agricultural purpose. Moreover, some Japanese researchers,
Hiroaki Kitano and Kazunobu Sagara [3] studied heating in
winter by storing the solar heat by means of packed bed rock
- air.

Figure 1. Theatrical packed bed

The elements of storage are assumed to be ball-shaped with
a diameter of 0.0275 for each rock (the estimations depend on
experimental results). The material of the ball is made of Basalt
rock, and the dimensions of packed bed are H (2 m) (73 ball),
W (3 m) (109 balls), and l (4 m) (146 balls). The adiabatic
condition, initial temperature of the elements is 24°C, and that
of the ambient air is 15°C. Moreover, the losses for these
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(vertical thermal -grad, the charging temperatures - heat transfer
among elements in the contact points …) are neglected, and
the packed bed is charged by a fan (5000 m3/h).

2.1 Temperature of the air:
Figure (2) shows air temperature in the packed bed in
several times. Ta150sec shows rapid changing for the temperature of the air at the beginning of the bed, because there are
two factors that will be effective; the wide surface of the
elements and the good heat transfer. Ta1500sec shows the same
behavior but the changed area is bigger because the first
elements don't lose all energy. Therefore, it requires more time;
hence, the temperature of air discharged remains without any
change till approximately more than half of the packed bed is
charged.

This is called "cell method" to calculate the packed bed. It
depends on analytical method to find out the storage energy
and temperature in the packed bed, (the Excel program will be
used for this purpose).The simulation takes one section.
Therefore, the element is one column whose base is one ball
and the highest is 73 balls. Moreover, the period of time (t) for
every step is 150 sec. In order to find the results, there are
three equations:
The thermal quantity lost from the air is:
Q = ρa . Ga . ca . t . (Tf2 - Tf1)

(1)

The thermal quantity which depends on volumetric heat transfer coefficient is:
Q = hv . t . Vr . (T1,1 - Tf2)

(2)

Q = ρr . Vr . cr . (T1,1 - T1,2)

(3)

and

Where
C1 = ρ . ca . G2

(4)

C2 = hv . Vr

(5)

C3 = ρ . V . cr

(6)

Figure 2. Temperature of the air in relevance to the bed elements

2.2 Temperature of the elements:

There are Q, Tf2 and T1.2 unknown with three equations so
the results can be detected:
Q = C1 . t . (Tf2 - Tf1)

(7)

Q = C2 . t . (T1,1 - Tf2)

(8)

Q = C3 . (T1,1 - T1,2)

(9)

C1 . t . (Tf2 - Tf1) = C3 . (T1,1 - T1,2)

(10)

C2 . t . (T1,1 - Tf2) = C1 . t. (Tf2 - Tf1)

(11)

C2 . T1,1 - C2 . Tf2 = C1 . Tf2 - C1 . Tf1)

(12)

C1 . Tf2 + C2 . Tf2 = C2 . T1,1 + C1 . Tf1)

(13)

Figure (3) shows elements of temperature during several
times, The behavior of the temperature of the elements is the
same as the temperature of the air, but there is a difference
between them just in the time factor and that is typically to
reach the thermal impact of elements.

(14)
C1 . t . (Tf2 - Tf1) = C3 . T1,1 - C3 . T1,2

(15)

C3 . T1,2 = C3 . T1,1 - C1 . t . (Tf2 - Tf1)

(16)
(17)

Q = C3 . (T1,1 - T1,2)

Figure 3. The temperature of the elements in relevance to the
elements

(18)

2.3 The quantity of stored energy:

The Excel program has been used to find the numerical
results and diagrams applied on equations (14,17,18) where
t=150 sec for each element so the results will be proceeded
from element 1 to 146 and will be returned for next period by
the same steps and so on.

Figure (4) shows the energy charged in relevance to time
(the temperature of fluid (air) is constant 14 C°). It's possible
to see that there isn't any change in the charged thermal quantity
for about one and half hour time. So, it is possible to determine
the effective time for charging.
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Nomenclature
ρa
ρr
hv
Ga
t
Vr
ca
cr
Tf1
Tf2
T1,1
T1,2

Figure 4. the quantity of stored energy in relevance to time

Density of air kg/m3
Density of elements kg/m3
Volumetric heat -transfer coefficient, kW/m3.K (hv
was taken from reference [2],[4])
Flux air m3/sec
Time of charging sec
Volume rocks m3
Specific heat of air kJ/kg.K
Specific heat of elements kJ/kg.K
Temperature of air before charging C°
Temperature of air after charging C°
Temperature of element before charging C°
Temperature of element after charging C°

Conclusion
This theoretical study deals with temperature in the packed bed and the quantity of stored energy. Concerning the temperature in the packed bed, the elements of thermal storage have a good heat transfer factor and a wide surface; this makes the
packed bed a good thermal exchanger. Concerning quantity of stored energy, it will be used for finding the effective period
of time for charging (the effective period of time is the period when the charging energy quantity is high). The research which
helps us find an economical way of functioning of the system (there is a comparison between this system which is used for
cooling and another system which uses compressor for cooling. The results confirm that the packed bed will save 40% of the
energy consumption of the compressor. In addition, the comparison was taken between the energy consumption of the compressor and fan (which is used for charging cooling air). Moreover, the same fan will be used for two systems for discharging), then the theoretical study will predict the thermal behavior in the packed bed and help find a good design for it.
Therefore, this research can be used for designing cooling system and heating system depending on any thermal source.
It's good to know that the experimental results confirmed the theoretical results with a simple difference because the theoretical study neglects some factors. The instruments which are used to sometimes give wrong results and the storage elements
have different sizes.
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Abstract

Design and Construction of a
Solar Box Cooker as an
Alternative in Nigerian
Kitchens

W

e have designed and
constructed a “Heaven's
flame” solar box cooker capable of boiling about 1.8
liters of water under the air
temperature of 110°C in the
oven box for 45 min. The solar box cooker was displayed
in the sun for 3 days to test its
workability as well as to check
the effect of temperature from
late hours of the early morning up to late in the evening
with the aid of inserted thermometers (0°C - 360°C). The
results show that the best
time to cook with the solar box
cooker is between the hours
of 11.00 am and 4.00 pm (Nigerian time) on sunny days,
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while the incorporation of
heavy materials (such as
pieces of stones) as heat storage materials inside the box
cooker helps to maintain its
heat for as long as 5.00 pm.
The solar box cooker has been
found to be environmentally
acceptable and economically
useful because it reduces
household expenditure and
improves the quality of food
cooked.
Keywords: Heaven's Flame,
Solar Box Cooker, Solar
Energy, Quadrilateral Cone
Concentrator, Heat Conservation Chamber, Sunlight
Radiation, Extinct Coefficient,
Oven Box.

increased productivity and monetary gains, which means better
living standard for our citizens. The sun is an inexhaustible
source of renewable energy. The sun's surface temperature is
6000°C and on average, 2 calories of heat/cm2/min, (solar
constant), are radiated. This abundant and clean solar energy
could be utilized for many purposes such as cooking, heating,
drying and generating electricity for our day to day consumption,
(through the application of photo-voltaic technology). As a
result of over centralization of power supply crises, coupled
with the increasing need to get the rural dwellers electrified,
it has become necessary to extend the list of technological
alternatives for energy investment decision-makers to include
decentralized sources of supply. Among the many available
decentralized energy technology that could harness solar energy
for home electrification and other energy sources, and also be
well suited for remote locations is the solar photo-voltaic (PV)
system [3]. The amount of energy radiated from the sun annually
is estimated at 5.4 x 1024 Joules per year which is equivalent

1. Introduction
About 15% of the total world's population and over 50%
of Nigerians rely on burning wood or dried dung for cooking
their food. This is quite alarming considering the effect of
inhaling polluted air and the environmental impact of deforestation; about 1.6 million people die annually as a result of air
pollution in their houses [1]. More so, the time spent by people
(mostly women and children) gathering sticks and dung for
cooking and the effect of scarcity of paraffin oil (kerosene) in
both the urban and rural areas is disheartening. Yet, most of
these people live near the equator where sunshine is abundant
and free.
The sun is the primary source of energy for our planet.
Increased utilization of energy would result in an all-round
benefit, both for individual users as well as the nation [2]. Use
of solar energy would save a lot of time, money and life for the
users, and could be effectively diverted for industrial use for
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to at least 1000 times the amount of energy used presently in
the whole world for the same period of time [4]. The annual
total horizontal solar radiation in Nigeria as determined from
mean annual sunshine hours varies from 5000 MJ/m2 in the
humid Niger- Delta to over 9400MJ/m2 in the extreme northeast of Nigeria [5]. This energy from the sun is transmitted
through space to the earth by means of electromagnetic radiation
in form of heat and high energy at a relatively low intensity.
Many researchers in Nigeria [5,6,7,8] have shown considerable
interest in the sun and have used different methods in the
attempt to harness the sun's energy for domestic purposes
such as solar cooking, pumping of water and drying of food
items in rural areas.

Kenya, South-Africa, the United States of America (USA) and
Switzerland have less than 20,000 solar cookers in each of
them [13]. These numbers of cookers in some of these countries
can be counted in thousands and hundreds or not at all. In
addition, the number of existing solar cookers in some of
these countries may have gone out of active use.
The solar cooking dissemination project has been a part of
India's national program for development and use of renewable energy sources since 1982. About 85% of mainly box
type cookers have been distributed in six Indian states namely:
Madhya Pradesh, Maharastra, Rajasthan, Ulter Predish, Gujarat
and Dellin. The Indian government had offered a subsidy of
33% on the price of solar cookers for potential buyers. This has
resulted in India being the largest marketer of solar cookers in
the world. Nevertheless, comparing 34,000 solar cookers to
about 800 million citizens, we can't say certainly that Indians
patronizes solar cookers [11].

There are various types of solar energy cooker designs
which utilized solar focusing collector designs in different
forms and each is an attempt to improve the performance of
solar cookers. These include rotatory paraboloid mirror,
cylindrical parabolic mirror, spherical mirror, cone mirror and
quadrilateral Fresnel Mirror [9]. Out of the various types of
focusing collector mentioned, the quadrilaterally conical solar
concentrator was chosen for this study. This is based on the
fact that the geometry of the design is less complex than any
other concentrator, the energy received by the absorber is
greater than other concentrators or focusing collectors of equal
aperture area and availability of local materials at relatively
low cost of labor for the construction of the collector. This
enabled us to achieve the goals of this work which includes

In China, the first solar cooker appeared almost 53 years
ago in 1956. Before 1975, when the first China National Solar
Energy Congress was held, only a few people researched on
solar cooking. Forty-eight institutions presented more than a
hundred models of solar cookers of which, eighty had been
tested. By the end of 1983, records showed that fifty thousand
(50,000) solar cookers were in use in China.
Estimated fuel saving potential of solar cookers is enormous.
There are cheap (US $ 5-10), expensive (US $ 500-1000),
small (cook for 3-4 persons) and bigger (cook for 30,000
persons) sizes, slow and fast cooking, portable hybrid etc. [14].
Solar energy is free, abundant and pollution free. In spite of
these benefits, the cookers are not used on a massive scale (the
total could be around 1.3-1.5 million solar cookers throughout
the world). The world estimate concludes that the annual wood
saving potential is 346 million tons of wood and the total
market of solar cookers for domestic, small scale and large
scale use will result in more than US Dollars 85 billion savings
on fuel alone.

i. To discuss the design and construction of an alternative
cooking oven with solar radiation capable of cooking
food in Nigerian environment where there is abundant
solar energy.
ii. To utilize the affordable sources from the sun and reduce
too much dependence on fossil fuel electricity power
supply in Nigeria which is grossly inadequate, unreliable
and has become a major constraint to economic growth
and development [10].
Solar Cooker Information

2. The Design Theory

The dissemination of solar cooking information has been
carried out for more than twenty years. The success has been
less than satisfactory compared to efforts made [11]. Technical
problems have often affected the success of solar cooking
mandate. The earliest models have suffered from being ahead
of the times, either because people had enough low cost or free
fossil fuels to use. Socio-economic and cultural factors may
have contributed or played a major role in this failure [12].

Solar concentrators are types of focusing collectors which
utilize optical system reflectors (mirrors or reflecting surfaces)
or refractors (lenses) to increase the intensity of solar radiation
on an energy absorbing surface for applications requiring high
temperatures like the one required for refrigeration, power
generation and space heating [8]. In focusing collectors the
refracting or reflecting surfaces are used to channel natural
concentration of solar energy falling on an area i.e., the focus
of the system; consequently, the energy intensity at the focus
is much greater than that of the environment. The area that
receives this augmented insolation is called the 'Hot Spot',
and this is situated at the spot where the cooking pot is placed
for the solar box cooker.

Solar cooking has been (or is currently being) introduced
in 69 countries worldwide. The highest numbers of cookers are
in India and China, approximately 34,000 in India, and 140,000
in China. In both countries, the solar cooking programs have
been promoted by the government. Countries like Pakistan,
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The amount of heat, QC (in watts) needed to achieve
cooking is

2.1 Thermal Insulation
In a cooker, input power (i.e. the radiation entering and
been stored in the collector) increases and the cooker gets hotter
than the surrounding environment but heat power is lost due
to temperature difference as heat will flow to the lesser
potential. Cooking occurs faster or at higher temperature if
the heat loss is reduced [12]. Wall heat loss represents heat
transfer through a material by virtue of a temperature difference
between the inside (Cooking Volume) and the outside (Surroundings). For the following discussions, the temperature
difference is called ∆T and the rate of heat loss is Q loss (e.g.
watts). The cooker wall area contributing to heat loss is As.

Where M is the mass of the material to be cooked, S is its
specific heat capacity in KJ/Kg °C, T is the temperature in °C
and t is the time for cooking in seconds.
Though the box type solar cooker use both the diffuse and
direct beam radiation, the major heat source is the direct beam
radiation. The beam radiation Hbm for normal incident rays on
a cooker is [15]

The heat loss rate is simply described as
where A is the apparent solar radiation at air mass w/m2, β is
the atmospheric extinct coefficient and α is the solar altitude
angle. The values of A and β can be obtained from standard
Tables [16].

The quantity R is thermal resistance (°C per w/m2), and its
reciprocal

is called the conductance (w/m2 per °C).

Thermal resistance may be thought of as the ratio of temperature
difference across the wall to the heat flux (w/m2) through the
wall.

and
h = hour angle, degree or radian
=1/4 (number of minute from local solar noon)

3. Design and Construction
The materials for the design were sourced locally; these
include Cardboard sheets, Aluminum foil, Glue, Plastic or
Glass plate and Plywood. The designed solar box cooker has
four reflector sides which has the advantage of concentrating
more sunlight radiation into the inner cooking pot. The heat
storage boxes were constructed with plywood painted in black
in the inside and rectangular in shape. The smaller sized box is
the inner box that defines the cooking area and the power of
the cooker. The dimensions of the inner box are 24.5 by 24 by
27 cm, and a volume of 15876 cm3. The outer heat conservation
chamber also made of plywood and painted in black in the
inside in a rectangular shape and has the dimensions of 33.5
by 32.6 by 23.5 cm with a volume of 25664.35 cm3.

n is the nth day of the year, ϕ is the latitude angle in degrees
and δ is the solar declination.
The cross-sectional area AC of the cooker is given by

Where ηc is the efficiency of the cooker

And for square box

Other materials used in the construction of the solar box
cooker include;
i. One sheet of glass, which has almost the dimension of
the inner box in area with the edges slightly greater in
size than the box, which takes care of handling of glass
during opening. The glass was framed with aluminum
frame to mask its sharp edges.

Which give dimension of the box.
A slight increase could be created on one of the axis to
accommodate the handle of the cooking pot or the vessel being
used. The focal length of the cooker was selected depending
on the concentration ratio Cr, optimum cooking temperature,
TR and oven collector efficiency. This can be done iteratively.
The concentration ratio depends on the dimension of the
cooking vessel. The point of placement of cooking vessel
which should be within the area of the focal point can then be
established. If the area of cooking vessel position is AV,
concentration ratio Cr is given by

ii. One small Can of black paint.
iii. Two meter sheet of aluminum foil (2 mm thick) and
one roll of duty aluminum kitchen foil.
iv. A cooking pot with size to fit into the inner box.
v. Thick Cardboard paper used for the construction of the
solar collectors along with the aluminum sheet.
The gap between the inner box and the outer box as well
as the base of the inner box was filled with heat absorbing
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materials such as stone pieces and chippins to act as heat
storage materials in the box.
3.1 The Collector Design
The collectors were drawn out as shown in Figure 1.a, on
a four flat piece, using cardboard sheet. The protractor was
also used for measuring the edges at Angle 80°. The edges
were marked with blunt point tool and cut out. This was used
to cut out the same shape of the 2 mm aluminum sheets, bent,
glue dried. Aluminum foil was rolled over the collector faces,
cut to sizes and glued to improve the reflectivity of the
collector surface. Screw nails were used to hold the lower
collector faces on the outer box to enable the collectors to be
tied unto them to prevent wind effect on the collector.
55 cm
Figure 1.b: Collector Design and Construction.

Figure 2.a: Side view of a Solar Box Cooker.

Figure 1.a: The pattern of the collector used in the design.

3.2 The Collectors Connection
The collectors were set out as they fit on the box and the
side flaps glued together on two opposite corners until the
glues dry. Holes were poked on the side flaps of the corners
of the bent cardboard collectors and tied together with cotton
cards. This makes the collectors detachable after use and could
be safely folded together (see Figure 1.b). The solar box cooker
designed to suit Nigerian and other countries is shown in
Figures 2.a and 2.b with detachable reflectors. One can cook
a large number of food items such as rice, vegetable, soup,
cereals etc., which are needed for our daily meals with the
designed box cooker. It could be used to cook non-vegetable
food items such as fish, chicken, meat etc.

Figure 2.b: Inside view of Solar Box Cooker.

4. Results and Discussions
The Solar Box Cooker was displayed under the sun for three
days to check its workability as well as check for the variation
of temperature from late hours in the morning to late afternoon
with the aid of inserted thermometer (0°C to 360 °C).
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On the first day the box was displayed without solar collectors, and the differences in temperature observed inside the
oven box were recorded. The second day witnessed the display
of solar box with solar collectors, while on the third day the
box cooker was displayed with both collectors and thermal
mass heavy materials for heat storage. The observed different
temperature ranges, along with time of the day were recorded. We
present values of temperature and time obtained daily in Table 1.

Results also show that addition of solar collectors to solar
box cooker helped to intensify the heat and quickens the
cooking rate. This is because the amount of the sun's radiation
that would be collected with the help of the solar collector is
greater than when it was exposed without the solar collector
(see Figure 3, day 2 plot).
On the other hand, we observe that the solar box cooker
maintains its heat for a longer period at the day's end, if heavy
materials such as rocks, bricks etc are used as heat storage
materials inside the box cooker (this is shown in Figure 3,
day 3).

TABLE 1. Table of values of temperature (degree Celsius)
and time of observation in hours showing Day 1 without
solar collectors, Day 2 with solar collectors only and Day 3
with both solar collectors and heat storage materials

S/N

Day 2
Without
collectors
only

Day 3
With both
collectors
and heat
storage
materials

Temp°C

Temp°C

Temp°C

Day 1
Time in
Without
hours
collectors
and storage
materials

1.

8.00

40.0

45.0

40.0

2.

9.00

50.0

60.0

50.0

3.

10.00

60.0

70.0

60.0

4.

11.00

70.0

100.0

90.0

5.

12.00

75.0

110.0

100.0

6.

13.00

75.0

110.0

110.0

7.

14.00

75.0

110.0

110.0

8.

15.00

74.0

110,0

110.0

9.

16.00

74.0

110.0

110.0

10.

17.00

70.0

80.0

100.0

11.

18.00

55.0

70.0

90.0

Temperature

Days of observation

Figure 3. Cooking time versus Temperature of the box cooker
a. Day 1, without solar collectors
b. Day 2, with solar collectors only
c. Day 3, with both solar collectors and heat storage
materials

From the data plotted, we observe that solar box cooker
has limited temperature in the morning hours from 8.00 am to
10.00 am, of between 40°C and 70°C, which might not be good
enough to boil water. However, the temperature begins to be
enhanced from 11.00 am. It maintains slightly high temperature enough to cook food between the hours of 12.00 pm
(noon) and 4.00 pm, up to 110°C before the heat starts to
decrease due to sunset. This ensures that the best time to cook
with the solar box cooker is between the hours of 11.00 am
and 4.00 pm on sunny days (see Figure 3).
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Conclusion
We have designed, constructed and tested a Heaven's Flame solar box cooker capable of cooking food in most tropical
regions where the sun's radiation is abundant. Solar cooking enables individual families to do without commercially sold fuel
and their cookers, as well as save money. Cooking with solar energy is clean, healthy and reduces the health hazards to which
women are exposed to while cooking at a fire-place. Cooking with solar box cooker has to be done according to the sun's
time (preferably 11.00 am - 4.00 pm), and is not possible on cloudy or rainy days or at night unless effective solar storage
devices are incorporated.
Solar cooking is a delightful alternative to conventional cooking methods, hence, cooking is easy as there is no need to
stir or watch over the food while it is cooked. However, developing countries such as Nigeria should borrow a leaf from the
Indian and the Chinese governments and encourage alternative and renewable energy researches especially in the area of
solar cooking as this also reduces fossil consumption for cooking purposes and help protect the environment. We should
discourage sole dependency on petroleum products with its abundant green house gas emission into the air due to fossil fuel
consumption.
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Improvement of the Seeds
Germination of some Atriplex
Species Submitted to the
Salt Stress

dormancy. The weak values
of the CGU have also marked
the lots of the same seeds by
a large variability during germination. Results have presented the local species A.
halimus as the most tolerant
to the salt stress and the least
suffering to the problem of
the pericarp inhibition. We
have also noticed that the
treatment of the breaking
dormancy improved significantly the rate and the speed
of germination. We also noted
in all species, that beyond the
dose of 8g/l of NaCl, the
germination becomes more
and slower until the total
inhibition.
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These results can be exploited in programs of the rehabilior the decortications of the seminal pericarp.
tation of saline site.
Results showed that the three studied species varied greatly
between them, for their germinated faculty as well as to their
answers to salt stress and to the treatment of the breaking
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1. Introduction

human and animal pressure that they undergo, the reconstitution of the plant table setting, can no more be assured by the
natural mechanisms of plants, and requires the recourse to
sophisticated techniques of planning and management of areas.
These techniques base themselves on the reasonable utilization
of the waters of rains and the Xerohalophytes species plantation
contributing to the growth of the production as well as to the
protection of the soils against the erosion [Nafzaoui, 1991].

The arid zones occupy more than 600 000 Km2 in the North
of the Sahara, of which about 34% in Algeria, 31% in Libya,
19% in Morocco, 11% in Tunisia and 5% in Egypt [Le Houérou,
1995]. In these zones the steppe covers 40 000 to 50 000 km2s
in the North of Africa where it constitutes a fundamental
resource of fodder that is essential to the pastoral activity
[Rahmoune and al. 2004]. The plant table setting in these
regions don't quit degrading itself because of the natural
constraints of which the most prominent are the drought, the
salinity and the alkalinity of the soils. The human factor is
also implied by the modification of the exploited systems of
the milieu which is related to the transformation of the socioeconomic conditions and the evolution of production
techniques [Ouled Belgacem and al. 2004]. Considering the
state of deterioration of the natural ecosystems and the strong

If one wants to make some considerable progress in the
vast saline degraded zone rehabilitation, it is necessary to select
the well adapted species, to apply some suitable plantation
methods and to produce plantations in tree nursery, where it
will be possible to put of efficacious techniques of seeding, of
scarification, of watering and of fertilization. In Algeria, an
immense effort of pastoral zone rehabilitation is undertaken
for more than a decade. Among the used species we find the
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Atriplex that are Xérohalophytes plants capable to push and to
reproduce in the saline and marginal soils [Bajji and al. 2004].
However, their seeds are sensible to the salinity in phase of
germination [Bidai, 2001], [Choukr Allah and al. 1997],
[Katembe and al. 1998] and they endure problems of fertility
for some [Corrreal and al. 2008] and of mechanical dormancy
for others [Peluc and Parera. 2000] and [Mandak and Pysek,
2001] thus, provoking some considerable economic losses
during the plant's production in tree nursery.

- Rate of cumulated germination (RCG) or germinated
faculty: it is expressed by the report number of germinated
seeds on the total number of seeds [Côme, 1970].
- Middle time of germination (MTG) or speed of germination: it is the time to the tip of which one gets 50% of
germinated seeds: MTM = Σ (t x n) / Σ n [Côme, 1970].
- Coefficient of germination uniformity (CGU): this is an
indicator on the variability of the germination of a lot
seed: CGU = Σ n / Σ [(MTG - t)2 x n] [Derek and Black,
1943].

In this context, we have led an Ecophysiologic survey,
during which we have realised tests of germination in laboratory on the seeds of three different species of Atripex. These
last have undergone different treatment of the breaking dormancy and different saline stress level.

(t: Time in day, n: number of seed germinated).
2.3. Statistical analysis of data
In this test, we have opted for a complete aleatory dispositive with 3 studied variables which are: Species with their three
levels (A. halimus, A. canescens and A. nummularia), salinity
with their 5 levels and treatment of the raised dormancy with
their three levels (control, Imbibition and Decortication). The
data were subject to analysis of variance (ANOVA). P<0.05
was used to define statistical significance. If significant difference was determinate among means a Student-Numan-Keuls
test was used to determine significant difference between pair
wise comparisons among individual treatment. Only means of
germinated faculty have been analyzed. Every gotten data
constitutes means of 4 repetitions. Data were analysed using
StatisticaTM Software (STAT SOFT 1998).

Our objective consisted to evaluate the impact of the saline
stress and pericarp inhibition on germination. We have also
studied the possibility to improve the rate of germination by
breaking dormancy treatments. Thus, we have chosen germinated faculty (RCG), the speed of germination (MTG) and the
coefficient of germination uniformity (CGU), as indicatory
parameters on germinated activity of studied seeds.
2. Material and methods
2.1. Germination experiments
Seeds have been procured from the experimental station
of the high commissariat to the development of the steppes,
situated in Thlidjène that is in the south of the town of Tebessa
(Northeast of Algeria). Only intact and mature seeds have
been kept.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Rate of cumulated germination (RCG)

The used Petri dishes have a diameter of 9 cm and a thickness of 1.5 cm. They have been covered with a double layer
of filters paper.

Figure 1 shows the variation of the rate of cumulated germination of the three studied seeds species of Atriplex according
to the increasing doses of NaCl and treatments of the breaking
dormancy.

The decorticated seeds have been removed mechanically
of their pericarp, whereas those imbibed have been soaked
during 24 hours in distilled water. Then they have been put to
dry during 4 hours. Therefore the seeds of the species A.
canescenses have undergone a mechanicals scarification instead
of decortications because of the toughness of their pericarp
that is a very hermetic and small capsule.

Generally, the results show that A. halimus distinguishes
itself of the two other species by the elevated germinated
faculty of its seeds with an average of 46,35%, follow-up by
the species A. nummularia with an average of 32,2% and finally
the species A. canescens with an average of 24,25%.
These gotten results put in evidence the existence of a
large specific variability between the three studied species for
the RCG parameter. This last variability is also put in evidence
by the analysis of the variance (ANOVA) that is marked by a
very highly meaningful difference for the species factor. The
test of comparison of the meanshad stand out 3 homogeneous
groups thus separating the 3 species each of the other (Table 1).
This divergence intra-genre of Atriplex, observed in phase of
germination, has also been obtained by Bouhmil and al. [2000]
in a similar work, led on other species of Atriplex growing in
Europe, that are: A. sagittatas, A. hortensis, A. tatarica and A.
rosa.

Each test of germination has been driven in 4 replicates of
100 seeds each. Seeds stakes to germinate have received 5ml
of distilled water (control) or of saline solution (0, 4, 8, 16 and
32 g NaCl/l corresponding to 0, 68, 132, 272 and 544mM
NaCl).
A seed is considered germinated, when the radical pierces
teguments [Côme, 1970].
2.2. Measure of germination parameters
We have measured germinated activity of seeds through
the following parameters:
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Figure 1. The variation of Rate cumulated of germination of seeds of Three Atriplex species under saline and breaking dormancy treatment
TABLE 2. The parameters used in the present work
The physical parameters were compiled from Ferrera et al [26].

ANOVA
(3way analyses of variance)

test of means comparison of studied variables
for Rate cumulated germination
(Student-Neuman-Keuls (LSD))

Source of
variation

df

Test F

Level of
signification

Species

2

176

***

A.halimus

A.nummularia

A.canescens

2

618

***

46,35(a)

33.20(b

24,25(c)

4

460

***

Control

Imbibition

Decortication

18,3(a)

27,4(b)

58,1(c)

Treatments

Salinity

[0]

[4]

[8]

[16]

[32 g/l NaCl]

59,55(a)

51,64(b)

40,72(c)

15,58(d)

05,5(e)

- df: degree of freedom.
- ***: significant Probability at p < 0,001.
- Value followed by different letters, on the same line, differ
significantly at P<0.05. Values are means of 4 replicates.

The results also show that the seeds of the three studied
species of Atriplex react positively to treatments of the breaking
dormancy, for all species, where a clear improvement of seed's
germinated faculty has marked the lots that are submitted to
the imbibitions and to the decortications. Thus, the seeds treated
have showed an elevated germinated faculty in comparison
with a control. According to Abu-Zanat and Samarah [AbuZanet and al. 2006], [Peluc and Parera, 2000], [Mulas and

Mulas, 2004], in several species of Atriplex the pericarp presents a dormancy and inhibition factor of germination.
It is to be noted also that the Australian species A. nummularia is the one that is the most characterized by the germinated faculty that is stimulated by treatments of the breaking
dormancy. Indeed, it was distinguished from the two others
by the weakest rate of germination in the lots of control seeds,
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and the most elevated rate in the lots of decorticated seeds.
Thus, we have got in this last species (A. nummularia) an
increase of 100% of RCG in comparison with the control, at
the imbibed seeds and another increase, even more important,
at the decorticated seeds (400%). It is also to be signalled that
germinated faculty of control seeds, in the best cases, doesn't
exceed the 25% of the tested lots. Abou-Zanat and Samarah
[2006] have recorded during a comparable study of germination
to ours, a rate of cumulated germination of 4% at control seeds
and 88% at seeds ridded of their bracteoles and/or scarified.
Some similar results have also been brought back by Peluc
and Perera [2000], that have noticed that the percentage of
germination was null in control seeds and rose to 7.5% at
chemically scarified seeds, and to 48% in seeds without bracteoles lots. This last percentage is similar to the gotten on
(46.35%) at the local species and under the same treatment.

Therefore, at the A. canescens species, the reduction of
germinated faculty appears proportionally with the growth of
the saline stress, for all treatments. Nevertheless, one must
note that for the case of this species, we didn't achieve a
complete decortication, but only a physical scarification of
the pericarp. This could explain the weak germinated faculty
that characterizes it.

However, in the case of local species A. halimus, the
improvement of the RCG at the decorticated seeds didn't
appear highly because the control seeds have already a good
germinated faculty. But its RCG remains lower to the one of
decorticated and imbibed seeds. This shows that this species
didn't suffer a lot from the dormancy phenomenon practiced
by bracteole as it is the case of A. nummularia.

Oppositely, we have also observed, in two exceptional
cases: those of imbibed seeds of A. halimus and decorticated
of A. canescens, under the dose 2g/l NaCl, that the recorded
RCG superior to the untreated seeds (0g/l NaCls). This has
permitted us to suppose that under this moderate dose of NaCl,
the seeds' germinated faculty has undergone stimulation.

Generally, we have noted that the treatment of the breaking
dormancy have improved the germinated faculty of seeds,
notably outside the saline stress. This result has conducted us
to the possibility of the association of the two inhibited factors:
the pericarp and saline stress which together repress the germination by an accumulated effect. This latter deduction was
put in evidence by Ungar and Khan [2001], at the A. griffithii
and A. prostrata species evoking in addition the low temperature as a third inhibited factor of germination.

Although this last observation is exceptional, it corresponds
with halophile nature of the Atriplex species. Indeed and in a
survey achieved by Lachiheb and al. [2004], on the halophytes
grasses, they corroborate our results while bringing back that
the concentration 6g/l of NaCl that has permitted a light
improvement of the germinated faculty of the tested seeds.

So, at the American species A. canescens, whose seeds are
only scarified (fructified capsule is very close around the seed
and cannot be ridded), the improvement of germinated faculty
was not very meaningful and the RCG of the treated seeds
didn't pass, in the best case, the 60%.
With regard to the answer of the studied species of Atriplex
to the saline stress, all treated plants show a reduction of germinated faculty with the growth of salinity, to some exceptions.
But it is to be noted that a specific variability is observed
between the three tested species. Indeed, at the local species
A. halicmus, the rate of germination decreases progressively
with doses 4 and 8g/l NaCl, then it falls excessively until the
complete inhibition of germination under the dose 32g/l NaCl.
According to Debez and al. [Debez and al. 2001], at A. halimus,
the germination is totally inhibited beyond of the saline concentration of 40g/l of NaCl. Belkhodja M. and Bidai Y.
[Belkhodja and Bidai, 2004] bring back also in a similar work,
that the percentage of germination recorded, under the saline
concentration 600meq (30g/l) NaCl, don't pass the 4%.

3.2. Middle time of germination (MTG)
Values of the middle time of germination show in Figure 2
reveal that this parameter varies from a species to another one,
from a breaking dormancy treatment to another and it also
varies according to applied NaCl doses.
First, at the local A. halimus species, the values of this last
parameter, that corresponds to the speed of germination, are
almost-inversely proportional to those of the germination rate
accumulated (RCT), that is to say that the middle time of germination is shorter when the germinated faculty is raised and
vice versa.
However, this last behaviour wasn't the same with the two
other exotic species. At A. nummularia the variation of the
MTG deferred from a treatment to another; indeed, just as the
MTG decreased with the growth of doses of NACl, at control
seeds, we recorded an inverse answer in decorticated seeds.
Whereas at A. canescens, this same parameter changed proportionally with doses of NaCl, in the occurrence with scarified seeds, but the answer was inverse for the left cases.

At the species A. Nummularia, the control and imbibed
seeds that have been submitted to the saline treatment have
recorded a severe decline, as for their percentage of germination,
where total inhibitions have appeared from the dose 16g NaCl.
However the decorticated seeds have reached a maximal rate
of germination adjoining the 100% for cases of doses 0, 4 and
8g/l NaCl. Then, beyond these last, the rate of germination
decreases proportionally with doses 16 and 32g/l NaCls corresponding respectively to values of about 45% and 20%.

While taking in consideration, what we have already
advanced during the discussion of the variation of the RCG
parameter, as for the fact that the species A. halimus didn't
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Figure 2. The variation of Middle time of germination (MTG) and Coefficient of germination uniformity (CGU) of seeds of Three Atriplex
species under saline and breaking dormancy treatment

endure too much problem of pericarp inhibition. We can say
that the variation of the germination speed is governed by a
very precise order. Indeed, at all the cases of the A. halimus
species and in the case of decortication and scarification, at
A.nummularia and A. canescens, respectively, the most important germination speed, that is, the middle time of germination the shorter, corresponded with the most important
RCG and vice-versa. These situations also corresponded to
situations where seeds are generally out pericap inhibition.
This permits us to say that seeds out pericarp inhibition and
saline stress are those that germinate more and more quickly.

meaningful). These last picks cases are the following: the lots
of decorticated seeds under treatment 32g/l NaCl at A. halimus
(RCG = 0.41), the same previous case, but in the lots of imbibed
seeds at A. nummularia (RCG = 0.18) and finally at A. canescens,
in cases of lots of control seeds (without treatment of breaking
dormancy), treated with 16g/l NaCl (RCG = 0,95) and imbibed
and treated with 32g/l NaCl (CUG = 1,08).
Therefore, ignoring the insane cases, previously indicated,
we can say that recorded values of the RCG are generally very
weak notably at the two exotic species, reflecting thus, the
existence of a considerable variability, within lots of tested
seeds.

For the left cases, even though MTG values are weak, that
doesn't mean necessarily that the speed of germination is strong,
but it is often related to a very low germination percentage.

Indeed, at A. canescens, the CUG values don't pass the 0.2
on a ladder of 1, where a light increase is observed with the
first increasing doses of NaCl (0, 4 and 8g/l), then these values
decrease with the dose 32g/l NaCls in control lots and under
the dose 16 and 32g/l NaCl in the decorticated lots.

According to Belkhodja and Bidai [2004], the kinetics of
germination varies distinctly according to the intensity of the
saline stress where a very slow progression is recorded under
the elevated levels of NaCl doses and where the RCG is very
low. Several studies have indicated that the seeds of glycophytes
and halophytes respond to the saline stress reducing the total
number of germinated seeds and while accusing a delay in the
initiation of the germination process [(Ungar, 1972, 1982,
Clarkeet Hannon, 1970) in [Lachiheb and al. 2004])].

At A. nummularia, and within lots of control and imbibed
seeds, the CUG characterizes himself by values nearly null of
all NaCl doses. But they are considerable when seeds are
decorticated. These values are decreasing with the first doses
of NaCl: 0, 4 and 8g/l correspondent respectively to 0.2, 0.07
and 0.05 and they are increasing with the elevated doses 8, 16
and 32g/l correspondent respectively to 0.05, 0.33 and 0.66. It
is to be noted that this last value of the CUG is considered as
being the most elevated in this work.

3.3. Coefficient of the germination uniformity (CGU)
On the Figure 2, we can also observe the values of the
coefficient of germination uniformity (CUG) that is an indicator
of the level of the germination variability. It permitted us, on
the one hand, to measure germinated variability of seeds, within
the same lot and on the other hand to evaluate its variation according to the different studied factor levels, to know: species,
treatments of the breaking dormancy and saline stress.

However, at the local A. halimus species, the gotten values
of the CUG were more or less important and inversely proportional with the increasing doses of NaCl notably at the
control and imbibed seeds, to the exception of the dose 16g/l
NaCls where a light increase has been recorded.
However in the lots of decorticated seeds, the values of
CUG level were significant but fluctuating and alternating
with the successive doses of NaCl. It is to be signalled that at
the local species, the most superior values have been recorded
under this treatment.

Before undertaking the analysis of results, of this last
parameter, it is important to insist that the majority of picks of
values of the recorded RCG are insignificant, because they
correspond to rates of germination, either very low or null
(the RCG is informative only in the case where germination is
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Generally we can say that the most meaningful values of
the CUG are those that correspond to lots of seeds that are
characterized by an intense germinated faculty. This is more
the case of seeds out pericarp inhibition and saline stress and
those belonging to the local species; A. halimus.

The big variability that we have recorded has been extensively mentioned in works specialised in the genetic diversity
characterizing the Atriplex [Abbad and al. 2004], [Bouda and
al. 2008], [Haddioui and Baaziz, 2001], [Ortiz-Dorda and al.
2005].

Conclusion
The results, in the context of this study, show that the Atriplex studied species could be promising in programs of rehabilitation of degraded pastoral zones and of the salty sites in arid regions. However, the data show that the three studied species
don't have the same attitude with the applied treatments. This leads to recommend a selective utilization of species to get
some best results. Indeed because we have observed that the A. halimus seeds are little sensitive to dormancy problem and
appear very resistant to the saline stress. This character makes it a good candidate for the re-implantation of sites greatly saline,
especially as it is marked by a good speed and uniformity of germination. This is also valid for the Australian species, but
only in case of previous decortications of these seeds. Otherwise, in the natural state of these seeds, it can be used with the
American species in sites of moderating salinity, or to produce plantations in tree-nursery.
It is also to be kept that the concentration of 8g/l of NaCl corresponds to the limit of salinity beyond of which germinated
faculty of the three species decrease appreciably.
In this work, we have also noticed that salt stress and the pericarp exercised together an inhibitory and cumulated effect
repressing more the germination. The exam of results permitted us also to be interested to the two other treatments of the
breaking dormancy: the imbibitions and the mechanical scarification of the pericarp. These two treatments are good alternatives
to the decortications because they are at the same time efficient and technically more easily feasible.
We conclude that a good knowledge of the biology of Atriplex germination would permit a good master or to create the
techniques of the improvement of factory seeds' germination.
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The cavity pressure distribution consists of both broadband & small amplitude pressure fluctuations typical of turbulent shear layer. The most interesting aspect of cavity flow
is the initiation of self sustained oscillations of the cavity
shear-layer between the free stream flow and the cavity fluid.
Flow past a cavity has a wide range of applications, from the
aeronautical to the nautical fields. Much aeronautical applications, with less attention given to the low speed case, such
as automobile and marine applications. In order to explain the
behavior of the fluid motion in this system, there is a need for
research on low speed flow past over cavities. Thus the first
aim of this study was to experimentally characterize low Reynolds number laminar flow over a rectangular cavity using both
qualitative and quantitative methods. In the present work, a
systematic experimental study of the pressure distribution of
the cavity flow for impingement of round air jet is current
interest of various aspect ratio in the incompressible flow. In
turbulent flow, the molecules in the flowing fluid are moving
in a random manner. The molecules of flowing fluid transfer
momentum and energy from one place to another by the
mixing of the fluid particles typically termed as eddy mixing.

1. Introduction
Many investigations, both experimental and computational
have been conducted to study the flow field and define the
mean pressure distribution within a rectangular cavity. The
present work is concerned with reducing the pressure load
inside the cavity for a number of current and future applications.
Active control of these pressure load is desired due to the
cavity exposure to dynamically changing flow condition. In
case of flow over a cavity, a surface discontinuity in the form
of a sudden expansion and the resulting adverse pressure
gradient cause separation. The flow then basically behaves as
a free shear layer, with high speed fluid on one point and low
speed fluid on the other. A jet is a steam of fluid ejected from
a nozzle as shown in Figure 1.

Investigations have been reported in last few decades
emphasized on various aspects of fluid mechanics pressure
distribution of free jet. However, most of the earlier studies
are confined to free jet on smooth surfaces. This study has
been encountered to investigate the pressure distribution due

Figure 1. Fluid flow along the open cavity.
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to flow of round air jet over a rectangular cavity. In this case,
pressure distribution between the smooth cavity and round air
jet was investigated experimentally to investigate the fluid flow
characteristics in a cavity. The jet of fluid with high kinetic
energy exits from a nozzle of relatively narrow circular hole.
Just before the nozzle tip, the fluid has the high pressure, but
after the nozzle tip, the fluid moving with high velocity and
then the pressure remains at atmospheric. In the present
investigation the fluid with high kinetic energy exits from the
nozzle, impinges on the rectangular cavity and flows over the
solid surface as shown in Figure 1. As a result, the velocity
of the fluid will decrease when it gets into contact with the
solid surface, and a boundary layer will develop. The jet of
fluid flows over the surface and gradually boundary layer
develops. After the flow of jet, the surrounding fluid will move
and energy is transferred from the jet to the surrounding fluid.
As a result, the jet of fluid decays gradually. The maximum
pressure decreases with the increase of X.

theoretically the two dimensional laminar jets issuing from a
nozzle of half width, which terminate at height above a flat
plate normal to the jet. Sato. Y. et al, investigated experimentally and numerically the interaction between dispersed particles and fluid turbulence for a vertical down-flow turbulent
circular jet embedded in a uniform stream. Modifications of
the mean fluid velocity by the particles induced reduction in
the Reynolds stress, this alters the turbulence production. Turbulence modification by particles, with stokes number of order
of unity, is due primarily to the extra dissipations, which is a
function of particle mean concentration and fluid turbulence
in the fully developed region. On the tones and pressure
oscillations induced by flow over rectangular cavities has been
carried out by Tam, C.K.W & Black , P.J.W [6].
At subsonic speeds, four types of mean cavity flow were
designed by Wilcox [7] & Stallings [8], and these four types
(open , closed, transitional closed and transitional open) will
be briefly discussed. The first flow type generally occurs when
the cavity is deep, as found in bomb bays and is termed open
cavity flow. This flow type generally occurs for L/h < 10 at
subsonic speeds. For open cavity flow, the flow essentially
bridges the cavity and a shear layer is formed over the cavity.
A weak shock wave can form near the leading edge of the
cavity as a result of the flow being compressed slightly by the
shear layer. A nearly uniform static pressure distribution is
produced where the cavity flow is open, which is desirable for
safe store separation. The second type of cavity flow is found
with shallow cavities and is termed close cavity flow. The
cavity configurations typical of missile bays on fighter aircraft
are sallow cavities. At subsonic speeds, closed cavity flow
generally occurs for L/h > 13. In this flow type, the flow separates at the forward face of the cavity, reattaches at some point
along the cavity floor, and then separates again before reaching
the rear cavity face. This creates two distinct separation regions,
one downstream of the forward face and one upstream of the
rear face. This flow produces an adverse static pressure gradient
that can cause the separating store to experience large noseup pitching moments.

In order to properly describe the pressure distribution in
the cavity, it is necessary to introduce the flow phenomena along
the cavity. As shown in the cavity a roll-up vortex formed near
the leading edge of the cavity and a shed vortex formed near
the trailing edge of the cavity. The cavity flows are said to be
closed, if the shear layer reattaches on the bottom wall of the
cavity. For a closed cavity, the shear layer reattaching on the
bottom wall, encloses recirculation zone on each side.
The location of the separation point depends primarily on
the geometry of the body and the direction of flow or nature
of flow. If the body has an abrupt change in geometry and
change in flow direction as shown in figure, separation will
occur at the abrupt change. In addition, reattachment will
occur at some location as shown in the above figure. Consider
the flow, impingement of round jet on the cavity; the first
separation occurs just near the front lip and just before the
rear wall of the cavity. The stagnation point occurs at the floor
of the cavity and the reattachment occurs just after the rear
wall and front lip of the cavity.

The third and fourth mean cavity flow types ( transitionalclosed and transitional-open) occur for cavities with values of
L/h that fall between those for closed cavity flow and open
cavity flow, (i.e. the values of L/h range between 10 and 13).
Transitional-closed cavity flow in the past has been referred
to as transitional cavity flow described by Stallings [8];
however, the impingement shock and the exit shock that
normally occur for closed cavity flow coincide and produce a
single shock. Similar to the result for closed cavity flow, large
longitudinal pressure gradients occur in the cavity that can
contribute to large nose-up pitching moments. Plentovich E.B.,
Stallings, R.L. and Tracy M.B [9], investigated the experimental pressure measurements at subsonic and transonic
speeds. An experimental investigation was conducted to determine cavity flow characteristics at subsonic and transonic
speeds and in particular to determine the cavity length to depth

2. Literature Review
The self sustained selection results from an aero acoustic
feedback loop, as described by Powell [1] in the case of the
jet edge interaction. The study of the flow field in a rectangular
cavity has been carried out by theoretical and experimental
investigations of the acoustic response of cavities in a aerodynamic flow by Plumbee et al [2]. Rossiter [3] is one of the
first investigators who related the flow oscillations to the
presence of concentrated vortices. R.A. Bajura and Albin A.
Szewczyk [4], made an experimental investigation of a two
dimensional circular jet at low Reynolds number with small
disturbances in the jet. The main characteristics of the laminar
regime were in agreement with theoretical results. The stability
of the flow was studied for the Reynolds number ranging
from 270 to 770. H. Miyazaki and E. Silberman [5], analyzed
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ratio L/h for the boundaries of the different cavity flow types.
The flow characterization within a rectangular cavity at low
Reynolds number and for a length to depth ratio of 10 is
described with a representation of velocity vectors and turbulence intensity. The stagnation zone in the flow is specially
focused on and a detailed description of the flow evolution
downstream and upstream from the cavity is given. These
measurements show that no reattachment point exists at the
bottom of the cavity. The results show that the area including
the separated shear layer upstream from the stagnation zone is
unaffected by the rearward facing step and in the same time
by the second recirculation zone. The body of free jet and jet
impingement is large. Most early works were concentrated on
impingement of round air jet on smooth surfaces. Hossain, K.A.
and Arora, R.C. [10] described that impinging jet behaves
essentially like a free jet ahead of stagnation point. The pressure
does not remain constant. Pressure increases as the flow
approaches the stagnation region. In the stagnation region, the
centerline velocity decreases to a zero value and pressure
approaches to the maximum at the stagnation point. The unsteady flow structure due to a turbulent boundary layer past a
rectangular cavity was characterized by Lin & Rockwell [11]
in a large open water tunnel. Geveci et al. [12] perform the
first study to provide instantaneous global representations of
flow acoustic coupling in a cavity. T.K. Ganesh. and S. Pannersalvam [13] investigated the experimental and numerical
investigation of confined unsteady flow over cavities. The
present study serves to investigate the pressure distribution over
the rectangular cavity at various jet exit Reynolds numbers Re.

is recorded. During the experiment, the density and kinetic
viscosity of the air is required to determine from a table of
properties of air. Then, the flow of the air is supplied by the
nozzle from the above of the cavity. Then the pressure reading
is taken from every point of the cavity by manometer. After
then, the flow velocity is increased by changing the power
supply arrangement and the manometer readings are noted.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of experimental setup.

Figure 3. Three dimensional view of rectangular cavity.

But in our present work , we want to measure the pressure
along the cavity surface for impingement of round air jet over a
rectangular cavity. Impingement of round air jet on rectangular
cavity has been investigated in the present investigation. In
this investigation experimental data have been presented describing the pressure distribution of two dimensional round jet.
Figure 4. SchematicView of the experimental test section.

3. Experimental Setup and Procedure
A flat plate with a rectangular three dimensional cavity was
mounted on the table. A flat plate was chosen as the present
body to separate a well defined two-dimensional flow field,
developed from the test section or inside the cavity. The model
was supported in the centre of the table by four screws.

The blower with filter is connected to an A.C. power
supply as shown in Figure 2 and the cavity is shown in
Figure 3. A variable switch is also connected to the blower so
that the air velocity can be controlled. Throughout the experiments, the jet was centered along the surface, air flow was
adjusted by rotating the knob of the variable switch. Then
velocity of the air flow was measured by pitot tube and digital
manometer from which velocity of the air and jet exit Reynolds
number was calculated. When the flow become stable and
fully developed the manometer head of the fluid is measured
and the jet exit Reynolds number is calculated. Then the cavity
with the plate is placed in the test section that is, on the table
with some screw arrangement, so it can remove when cavity
is not in use. The flexible vinyl rubber tubes are attached at
one end of the copper tube as shown in Figure 4 and the other
end of the rubber tube is attached with the digital manometer
(Model: METRAVI PM-01). The ambient temperature of air

The cavity model, which is used for the current study, has
a depth of 42 mm with a length of 756 mm for aspect ratio 18,
depth of 15 mm with a length of 75 mm for aspect ratio 5,
depth of 15 mm with a length of 60 mm for aspect ratio 4, and
has a width of 116 mm. A drawing of the main components of
the cavity model is shown in Figure 3. The cavity frame is
mounted on the table with a screw arrangement and its long
cut-out that forms in the front, rear and side walls of the cavity.
The bottom plate is then used to form the cavity floor. On the
centerline of the cavity in the front wall, rear wall and floor it
is drilled 1.5 mm at a spacing of 4 mm to place the pressure
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probe capillary tubes in the hole to measure the pressure
readings from the manometer. The cavity material was selected
as the transparent Perspex sheet. The copper tubes were fixed
with the cavity and vinyl tubes are connected with the digital
manometer and other end of the manometer is kept open to
atmosphere.
4. Results and Discussion
After fixing up the aspect ratio, the experimental test section,
that is, rectangular cavity was placed and various readings
were recorded with changing different Reynolds numbers. In
the present investigation, the pressure distribution over a rectangular cavity due to round air jet was investigated. Experiments were performed for jet exit Reynolds number 11406,
11933, 12924, 13326 and 13518 for jet diameter of 5 mm. The
cavity was considered a smooth surface.

Figure 6. Distribution of coefficient of pressure along the right
side Wall at different Reynolds number at aspect ratio 18.

Pressure measurements were made for cavity lengths in the
range 60, 75 and 756 mm, in steps of 4 mm. The depth was
varied in the approximate range 15 and 42 mm, in steps of 1 mm.
Figure 5, shows the variations of pressure coefficient along
the cavity bottom surface. It is observed that at the stagnation
point maximum pressure coefficient is obtained and the
velocity is zero at the stagnation point. The coefficient of
pressure decreases with the increase of jet exit Reynolds
number. Beyond a short distance the coefficient of pressure
remains almost constant.

Figure 7. Distribution of coefficient of pressure along the left side
wall at different Reynolds number at aspect ratio 18.

Figure 8 to Figure 10, show the variation of coefficient
of pressure at different Reynolds numbers at aspect ratio 5.
The variation of aspect ratio shows that the magnitude of
coefficient of pressure changes with aspect ratio. The changes
of pressure variations were decreasing gradually on the left
and right side wall of the cavity at each aspect ratio and the
decreasing rate is almost similar.
In the first portion of the distribution of pressure coefficient
curve along the bottom wall at different Reynolds number and
aspect ratio 18 increases slowly and near the stagnation point
it increased rapidly, because of the change of pressure gradient
is sharp.

Figure 5. Distribution of coefficient of pressure along the bottom
wall at different Reynolds number at aspect ratio 18.

The distribution of coefficient of pressure along the left
and right surfaces were plotted for different Reynolds number
and shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. It is observed that the
co-efficient of pressure decreases with the increase of Reynolds numbers, because of the fluid moving with high kinetic
energy initially and decays along the height of the vertical
surface due to frictional effect. The coefficient of pressure also
decreases along the height of the vertical surface and becomes
steady, but showed maximum value at the corner point. The
decreasing rate of coefficient of pressure is higher at lower
Reynolds number. If the Reynolds number increases with the
increase of coefficient of pressure, then the flow is separated
from the surface.

Figure 8. Distribution of coefficient of pressure along the bottom
wall at different Reynolds number at aspect ratio 5.
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Figure 9. Distribution of coefficient of pressure along the right
side wall at different Reynolds number & at aspect ratio 5.

Figure 10. Distribution of coefficient of pressure along the left
side wall at different Reynolds number & at aspect ratio 5.

Nomenclatures
2(p-p∞)/ ρV∞2

W

Width of the cavity.

d

Diameter of the jet.

X

x/d, Distance along the flow direction at the bottom of

H

Manometer height, m.

Cp

the cavity.

L

Length of the cavity.

Y

P

Pressure at any x direction,

Y

y/d, Distance on the right wall of the cavity from the top.

P∞

Ambiant Pressure

ρ

Density of the air at the room temperature. Kg/m3

Re

ρV∞d/ µ

µ

Viscosity of the air at the room temperature. N-S/m2.

y/d, Distance on the left wall of the cavity from the top.

Conclusion
Analyzing the above results, the following conclusions were drawn as a consequence of the present work. Variation of
pressure distribution due to impingement of round air jet over a rectangular cavity depends on jet exit Reynolds number in
the following manner:
Coefficient of pressure decreases with the increase of jet exit Reynolds number and jet exit Reynolds number has
significant effect on pressure distribution. Coefficient of pressure is maximum at the stagnation point for all jet exit Reynolds
numbers within the range of parameters considered in the experiment. The magnitude of pressure coefficient is high at low
aspect ratio for vertical walls, but at stagnation point aspect, ratio has no significant effect.
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Background
DNA computing known as a molecular computing is a
new approach to massively parallel computation based on the
groundbreaking work by Adleman [1]. He used DNA to solve
7-node Hamiltonian path problem, a special case of an NPComplete problem that attempts to visit every node in a graph
exactly once. In the last years there have been a lot of advantages in DNA computing [2]; DNA computers using dynamic
programming enough to fit sequentially larger instances
because of their large memory capacity than either
conventional computers or previous brute force algorithms on
DNA computers. The reason why dynamic programming
algorithms are suitable for DNA computers is that the sub
problems can be solved in parallel. A discovery in biology as
the deoxyriboxyme-based (catalytic DNA) [3] produces an
application in computing which is efficient for NP-Complete
problems [7] and one of the latest ideas related to this field is
the deoxyriboxyme-based logic gates [4] in a laboratory [8].
DNA: Deoxyribonucleic acid is a double-stranded sequence
of four nucleotides (Figure 1): Adenine (A), Guanine (G),
Cytosine (C) and Thymine (T), where the bonds are: A-T, T-A,
C-G and G-C. Each DNA strand has two different ends that
determine its polarity (3' and 5') where the double helix is
anti-parallel (two strands of opposite polarity) bonding of two
complementary strands. The internal structure (Figure 2) with
different colors and two hydrogen bonds with A and T while
three hydrogen bonds with C and G [5].
Shortest path: Let G={V,E} be a directed graph with
weight assigned to the edges, where V={v1,v2,…….,vn} is the
set of vertices and E={e1,e2,……..,en} is the set of directed
edges in the graph-G. Where weighted are mentioned at
Table 2 with correspondence edges. We have to find out the
shortest path from source v1 to destination v9.

example, which is performed
in a constant time for 9-nodes
and 16-edge graph. Actually
it is a top-down design procedure. I will also show the
complexity for this algorithm.
Keywords: PCR (Polymerase
Chain Reaction), Gel Electrophoresis, Oligonucleotide.

Figure 1

Figure 2
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DNA Algorithm
Step-1: Encoding of the problem in DNAs.
An oligonucletide is a short chain of nucleic acid, a set of
nucleotides joined in a single strand. These chains are able to
anneal with the complementary sequence of nucleotides, and
a practical reason is that we are able to produce a specific
oligonucletide easily [6], which technique is used here. Each
vertex in the graph has to be associated with a designed
palindrome 10-mer sequence of DNA. For each edge ei
(vi→vj) in the graph are oligonucliotide3'5-mer complementary
sequence of vi followed by 5'5-mer complementary sequence
of vj to be synthesized [1].

Graph-G
TABLE 1

DNA sequence

Complement DNA
sequence

v1

5´ATCGATAGCT3´

3´TAGCTATCGA5´

v2

5´TAGCTATCGA3´

3´ATCGATAGCT5´

v3

5´CGTACGCATG3´

3´GCATGCGTAC5´

v4

5´GCTAGCGATC3´

3´CGATCGCTAG5´

Vertex

v5

5´ATGCTTACGA3´

3´TACGAATGCT5´

v6

5´CCGTAGGCAT3´

3´GGCATCCGTA5´

v7

5´TACGAATGCT3´

3´ATGCTTACGA5´

v8

5´CGATAGCTAT3´

3´GCTATCGATA5´

v9

5´GCATCCGTAG3´

3´CGTAGGCATC5´

Adjacent Matrix: Suppose that G={V,E} is a simple
graph where |V|=n. Suppose that the vertices of G are arbitrarily as v1, v2, …, vn. The adjacency matrix M of G, with
respect to this listing of the vertices, is the nxn zero-one
matrix with 1 as it's (i,j)th entry when vi and vj are adjacent,
and 0 as its (i,j)th entry when they are not adjacent. For the
graph-G, adjacent matrix are given here MATRIX-M. It is
use to identify edges which are decoding at Table 2.
Decoding Edges:
According to the rule mentioned above I have created the
following edges. For e1 (v1→v4) last 5 complement characters
from v1 and first five complement characters from v4 and
weights are assigned.

TABLE 2

Step-2: Construction of random path:
Edge Decoding

Weight

Edge Decoding

Weight

e1-5´ATCGACGATC3´

1

e9-5´TACGATACGA3´

1

e2-5´ATCGATACGA3´

2

e10-5´CCGTACGATC3´

-1

e3-5´ATCGAATCGA3´

3

e11-5´CGTACGCTAT3´

3

e4-5´TAGCTATGCT3´

-1

e12-5´CGATAATGCT3´

2

e5-5´ATGCTCGATC3´

2

e13-5´CGTACCGTAG3´

1

e6-5´CGTACATCGA3´

1

e14-5´CGATACGTAG3´

2

e7-5´ATGCTGCATG3´

-2

e15-5´TACGACGTAG3´

3

e8-5´CCGTATACGA3´

1

e16-5´GCATCGGCAT3´

1

To construct random paths in the graph, a mixture
containing each oligonucleotide encoding vertices and each
oligonucleotide encoding edges has to be synthesized. Than
take a pinch of each of the different sequences and put them
into a test tube.
Construction of random paths:
e3→e4→e15
e2→e7→e13
e2→e7→e11→e14
e2→e7→e11→e12→e15
e3→e7→e15
e2→e7→e6→e4→e15
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

MATRIX-M

(J)

v1

v2

v3

v4

b5

v6

v7

v8

v9

(i) v1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

v2

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

v3

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

v4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

v5

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

v6

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

v7

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

v8

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

v9

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

Step-3: Amplification of DNA paths by PCR (Polymerase
Chain Reaction).
Amplification of DNA paths that begin with a vertex
source and end with a vertex destination is to be performed.
Two specific primers that can anneal with source vertex and
destination vertex are to be added to the PCR reaction. In our
example, if we take the source as vertex-1 and the destination
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as vertex-9, the primer corresponding to the source and
destination (TAGCT (first part complement of v1) and CGTAG
(last part of v9) respectably) are added to the PCR, we obtain
the following paths, and simplifying graph-g. We can sort
according to the length of the path by Gel Electrophoresis [8].

Path according to vertices: v1→v2→v7→v5→v3→v9
(5´ATCGATAGCT TAGCTATCGA TACGAATGCT
ATGCTTACGA CGTACGCATG GCATCCGTAG3´)
Path according to edges: e3→e4→e9→e7→e13
(3'ATCGAATCGA TAGCTATGCT TACGATACGA
ATGCTGCATG CGTACCGTAG5')
Total weight for this path: 3-1+1-2+1=2
Path according to vertices: v1→v2→v7→v5→v3→v8→v9
(5´ATCGATAGCT TAGCTATCGA TACGAATGCT
ATGCTTACGA CGTACGCATG CGATAGCTAT
GCATCCGTAG3´)
Path according to edges: e3→e4→e9→e7→e11→e14
(3'ATCGAATCGA TAGCTATGCT TACGATACGA
ATGCTGCATG CGTACGCTAT CGATACGTAG5')
Total weight for this path: 3-1+1-2+3+2=6
Path according to vertices: v1→v2→v7→v5→v3→v8→
v7→v9 (5´ATCGATAGCT TAGCTATCGA TACGAATGCT
ATGCTTACGA CGTACGCATG CGATAGCTAT
TACGAATGCT GCATCCGTAG3´)
Path according to edges:e3→e4→e9→e7→e11→e12→e15
(3'ATCGAATCGA TAGCTATGCT TACGATACGA
ATGCTGCATG
CGTACGCTAT
CGATAATGCT
TACGACGTAG)
Total weight for this path: 3-1+1-2+3+2+3=9

Graph-g

Step-4: Elimination of repetitions
There are two loops existing which used to repetitions of
v7→v5→v3→v8→v7 and v2→v7→v5→v3→v2 are removed
[9] by looking at the formation of Haippin looped structure.
That means the path having the repetition of nodes is not
considered in deriving the solution. After removing,
Path according to vertices: v1→v5→v3→v9 (5´ATCGA
TAGCTATGCTTACGACGTACGCATGGCATCCGTAG3')
Path according to edges: e2→e7→e13(3'ATCGATACGA
ATGCTGCATG CGTACCGTAG5')
Total weight for this path: 2-2+1=1

Step-5: The final path obtained
After finding the weights of DNA strands, we can easily
observe that the path
v1→v5→v3→v9=e2→e7→e13=2-2+1=1 is minimum
weight/cost and whose correspondence DNA sequence is
given by ATCGATACGAATGCTGCATG CGTACCGTAG
(edges sequence).

Path according to vertices: v1→v5→v3→v8→v9(5´ATC
GATAGCTATGCTTACGACGTACGCATGCGATAGCT
ATGCATCCGTAG 3´)
Path according to edges :e2→e7→e11→e14 (3'ATCGAT
ACGAATGCTGCATGCGTACGCTATCGATACGTAG5')
Total weight for this path: 2-2+3+2=5

Complexity of DNA algorithm
1. Annealing (construct random paths) is performed
within a constant time in a microenvironment (test
tube) maintaining desired temperature required for the
reaction.

Path according to vertices: v1→v5→v3→v8→v7→v9
(5´ATCGATAGCTATGCTTACGACGTACGCATGCGA
TAGCTATTACGAATGCTGCATCCGTAG3')
Path according to edges: e2→e7→e11→e12→e15
(3'ATCGATACGA ATGCTGCATG CGTACGCTAT
CGATAATGCT TACGACGTAG5')
Total weight for this path: 2-2+3+2+3=8

2. A constant time is also needed to identify valid paths
from random paths by PRC, just addition primers and
wait for reaction.
3. Within a constant time the repetition vertices or edges
are removed by SSCP.
4. Sequencing is automated and hence its need for a fixed
time to automatically provide the sequencer (ABI Prism
3700) in a printed format which is called the chromatogram so it obtains the desire solution is also constant.

Path according to vertices: v1→v2→v7→v9 (5´ATCGATAGCT
TAGCTATCGA TACGAATGCT GCATCCGTAG 3´)
Path according to edges: e3→e4→e15 (3'ATCGAATCGA
TAGCTATGCT TACGACGTAG5')
Total weight for this path: 3-1+3=5

Thus all the reactions can be performed in a constant time
irrespective of the number of nodes and edges in the graph, and
hence the proposed DNA algorithm is of polynomial time.
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Step-4: For i=1 to N
For j=1 to N
Generate-Path (i,j) creates all path by back tracking
Run-Primers(Vs,Vd) gives all paths which starts
from source and ends to destination.

Computer's Algorithm:
Input:
N-Number of nodes in the graph
Vi-10-base distinct palindrome DNA sequences
L(i, j)-Adjacence Metrix

Step-5: For i=1 to k
Wi=Read(Pi)
PMWßMinimum (Wi)

Wi-Weights of the edges
Vs-Source
Vd-Destination

Complexity of Computer's simulation

Kßall possible paths from source to destination
PßA path from source to destination

For step-2, the validity of DNA strands, in the sense that,
whether they are palindrome or not. So this is for order N2. In
step-2 two loops are running of N elements so there is also N2.
N2(N-2)e for all path in graph by backtracking where N is the
number of vertices and e is the edges.

PMWß Path from source to destination for minimum
weight
Step-1: Nßnumber of nodes

Complexity: N2+ N2+ N2(N-2)e ~ o(N2(N-2)e)

Step-2: For i=1 to N
VißAssign palindrome DNA sequences (ATCGTAGC)
Step-3: For i=1 to N
For j=1 to N
L(i,j)ßAdjacency Matrix
If L(i,j) = =1 then EijßEdge Sequence

Conclusion
Though it is a theoretical solution, any-one (computer scientist, biologist or chemist) can apply it if he/she has the
laboratory facilities. In the same way, we can solve Euler path, graph coloring or real time problem in mapping section. In
addition I would like to mention that I have been working to design combination logic gates.

[6] M.B.C. Ruiz-Perez and Dr. A. Virazel “ Innovative computer architectures and
concepts seminar, July-2002, universität Stuttgart.
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